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Geckos and other insects have fascinated scientists and casual observers with their 
ability to effortlessly climb up walls and across ceilings.  This capability has inspired 
high capacity, easy release synthetic adhesives, which have focused on mimicking the 
fibrillar features found on the foot pads of these climbing organisms.  However, without a 
fundamental framework that connects biological and synthetic adhesives from 
nanoscopic to macroscopic features, synthetic mimics have failed to perform favorably at 
large contact areas.  In this thesis, we present a scaling approach which leads to an 
understanding of reversible adhesion in both synthetic and biological systems over 
multiple length scales.  We identify, under various loading scenarios, how geometry and 
material properties control adhesion, and we apply this understanding to the development 
of high capacity, easy release synthetic adhesive materials at macroscopic size scales. 
 Starting from basic fracture mechanics, our generalized scaling theory reveals 
that the ratio of contact area to compliance in the loading direction, A/C, is the governing 
scaling parameter for the force capacity of reversible adhesive interfaces.  This scaling 
theory is verified experimentally in both synthetic and biological adhesive systems, over 
 
x 
many orders of magnitude in size and adhesive force capacity (Chapter 2).  This 
understanding is applied to the development of gecko-like adhesive pads, consisting of 
stiff, draping fabrics incorporated with thin elastomeric layers, which at macroscopic 
sizes (contact areas of 100 cm2) exhibit force capacities on the order of 3000 N.  
Significantly, this adhesive pad is non-patterned and completely smooth, demonstrating 
that fibrillar features are not necessary to achieve high capacity, easy release adhesion at 
macroscopic sizes and emphasizing the importance of subsurface anatomy in biological 
adhesive systems (Chapter 2, Chapter 3). 
We further extend the utility of the scaling theory under shear (Chapter 4) and 
normal (Chapter 5) loading conditions and develop simple expressions for patterned and 
non-patterned interfaces which describe experimental force capacity data as a function of 
geometric parameters such as contact area, aspect ratio, and contact radius.  These studies 
provide guidance for the precise control of adhesion with enables the development of a 
simple transfer printing technique controlled by geometric confinement (Chapter 6).  
Force capacity data from each chapter, along with various literature data are collapsed 
onto a master plot described by the A/C scaling parameter, with agreement over 15 orders 
of magnitude in adhesive force capacity for synthetic and biological adhesives, 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 Project Overview 
Adhesives are present in everyday life, from materials used for joining structural 
building elements to Post-it® notes to the connections which hold together numerous 
biological materials.  The force required to separate these materials is the adhesive force, 
which is dependent on material properties as well as geometry and loading conditions.  
The ability to understand and control this adhesive force has led to significant scientific 
efforts and the development of numerous technologies. 
To provide a strong bond, traditional high capacity synthetic adhesives have been 
designed to maximize the energy required during separation through inelastic dissipative 
mechanisms.  However, the unique ability of numerous organisms, ranging from small 
insects to large lizards (Figure 1.1), to rapidly climb smooth surfaces has recently 
inspired a new set of elastic materials which control adhesion through the geometry of the 
adhesive interface.  These organisms rely upon stiff micron and nanoscale fibrillar 
features to control adhesion for locomotion, where strong adhesive forces are required to 
move up a wall, while still maintaining a low energy of release to move rapidly and 
repeatedly.  This unique ability to control adhesion is unmatched in traditional adhesive 
design and has inspired the creation of synthetic surfaces which mimic the densely 
packed micron and nanoscale fibrils found on the gecko’s toe.  However, there is no 
current fundamental framework that connects biological and synthetic adhesive systems 
from nanoscopic to macroscopic length scales. Accordingly, fibrillar gecko-inspired 
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adhesives at macroscopic size scales and high force capacities have remained elusive due 
to the challenge of scaling. 
The goal of this research is to understand how both biological and synthetic 
adhesive interfaces display high capacity while maintaining easy release, especially 
regarding the parameters which govern the scalability from nanoscopic features to 
macroscopic adhesive systems.  Of particular importance is identifying, under various 
loading scenarios, how geometry and material properties control adhesion, and applying 
this understanding to the development of high capacity, easy release synthetic adhesive 
materials at macroscopic size scales. 
 
Figure 1.1: A human hand next to climbing organisms which span orders of magnitude in 
mass and adhesive pad area.  Including a tokay gecko (Gekko gecko), a house gecko 
(Hemidactylus frenatus), and a leaf beetle (family Chrysomelidae). 
This thesis comprises seven sections: an introduction, five experimental sections, 
and a final chapter discussing conclusions, contributions, and outlooks.  Throughout this 
work we develop and demonstrate a generalized scaling theory which reveals that the 
ratio of contact area to compliance in the loading direction, A/C, is the governing scaling 
parameter for the force capacity of reversible adhesive interfaces.  This scaling theory is 
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verified experimentally in both synthetic and biological adhesive systems, over many 
orders of magnitude in contact size and adhesive force capacity (Chapter 2).  This 
understanding is applied to the development of macroscopic gecko-like adhesive pads 
consisting of inextensible, draping fabrics incorporated with thin elastomeric layers.  
Significantly, this interface is non-patterned and completely smooth, demonstrating that 
fibrillar features are not necessary to achieve high capacity, easy release adhesion at 
macroscopic sizes (Chapter 2, Chapter 3).  We further extend the utility of the scaling 
theory under shear (Chapter 4) and normal (Chapter 5) loading conditions by providing 
force capacity predictions as a function of common geometric control parameters, such as 
thickness, aspect ratio, and contact area.  These studies provide guidance for the precise 
control of adhesion with enables the development of a simple transfer printing technique 
(Chapter 6).  Force capacity data from each chapter, along with various literature data are 
collapsed onto a master plot described by the A/C scaling parameter, demonstrating the 
generality and robustness of the scaling theory (Chapter 7). 
1.2 Types of Adhesives and General Descriptors 
Adhesives have played an important role in civilization since 200,000 BC, where 
spear artifacts have been found which contain stone flakes adhered to wood with birch-
bark-tar.1  In modern times, adhesive materials enable numerous applications with 
varying performance requirements, from rubber-toughened epoxies used to bond 
automobile frames to acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) tapes used to mend torn 
textbooks.  This diversity in applications has resulted in a wide range of adhesive 
materials, which can be categorized or described through various characteristics, 
including chemical composition, application type, or tack and adhesion energy.2 
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Two common adhesive descriptors are the adhesive force capacity (the amount of 
load an adhesive can sustain) and releasability (the ease of adhesive removal and 
subsequent reuse).  Most adhesives materials fall into one of two broad categories: 1) 
high adhesive force capacity with little to no releasability, or 2) low adhesive force 
capacity with easy release and moderate to high reusability.  For example, a 
cyanoacrylate adhesive like SuperGlue falls into the first category, where after the 
adhesive is applied and cured it can sustain a high load; however, it is difficult to release 
and once the adhesive is released it cannot be reused.  Alternatively, a Post-It® note fits 
into the second category, where it demonstrates easy release and reusability at the 
expense of supporting only small loads.  There are numerous adhesives which fall into 
these categories to varying degrees, but these examples demonstrate the typical trade-off 
between force capacity and releasability in adhesive materials.  Traditional synthetic 
adhesives which simultaneously achieve high adhesive force capacity while maintaining 
easy release and reusability have been elusive. 
Nature provides several examples which overcome the limitations of traditional 
synthetic adhesives.3  Geckos and other insects have fascinated scientists and casual 
observers with their ability to effortlessly climb up walls and across ceilings.  This 
locomotive process simultaneously demonstrates high adhesive force capacity to support 
their weight and easy release and reusability to do this rapidly over multiple steps.4,5  This 
ability has inspired a world wide effort to create synthetic, gecko-inspired adhesive 
materials.6  The key differences and performance characteristics between gecko-like 




1.2.1 Characteristics of PSAs and Gecko-Like Adhesives 
Pressure sensitive adhesives are materials that form a bond with a target substrate 
upon the application of light pressure.7  PSAs are fabricated from soft, viscoelastic 
polymeric materials, which are used either independently or in conjunction with a 
backing material, such as a stiff film, to create an adhesive tape.  PSAs adhere to rough or 
smooth surfaces by flowing and subsequently wetting the target substrate.8  This creates 
intimate, molecular contact and activates surface interactions, such as van der Waals 
forces, to transfer stress across the polymer-substrate interface.  To control the level of 
adhesion, PSAs alter their bulk rheological properties through a complex formulation of 
both elastic and viscous characteristics to delicately balance the ability of a material to 
create contact yet resist separation once the interface is formed.9 
Three factors are typically relevant and emphasized in the design of PSAs: (1) 
Conventional PSAs are viscoelastic to allow the polymer to conform easily to surfaces 
while dissipating mechanical energy (i.e., pressure) that is required for conformal 
contact;7,9–11  (2) A measure for strong PSA materials is tack energy, which is the total 
energy dissipated during the separation of a PSA/substrate interface;7,10,12  (3) High tack 
PSAs are typically not well suited for multiple loading applications due to the irreversible 
materials processes that are used to produce high levels of tack.13–15 
Gecko-like adhesives can be differentiated from conventional PSAs through 
various characteristics, as demonstrated in Table 1-1. 
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Property Conventional PSA Gecko-Like Adhesive 
Max Shear Force High High 
Max Normal Force High High 
Peel Resistance High Low (after reaching critical peel angle) 
Energy of Separation High Low 
Reversibility Limited to None High 
Time/Temp 
Dependence High Unknown 
Impact of Fouling High Limited 
Table 1-1: Comparing and contrasting the properties of Conventional PSAs and Gecko-
Like Adhesives. 
One of the key differences between conventional PSAs and gecko-like adhesives 
is the mechanism by which high adhesive force capacities are achieved.  Conventional 
PSAs achieve high adhesive force capacities through a high energy of separation, largely 
relying on dissipative material properties.13,16  Gecko-like adhesives however, must 
maintain a low energy of separation and instead rely on the geometry of the contact.17  As 
will be discussed in later sections, this distinction is critical in the design and function of 
adhesives with high force capacity while maintaining easy release and reusability. 
1.3 Fundamentals of Adhesion 
Consider a solid of arbitrary shape adhering to a surface through an interfacial 
area (A)  loaded with a force (F) or displacement (Δ).  Griffith has shown that energy 
must be supplied in order to grow a crack of length dA at this interface, owing to the 
surface energy between the two solid materials.18  In the case of a loaded solid, the 
energy supplied to the crack will come from the mechanical energy due to the loading 
condition imposed by F and Δ. 
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This general approach is the foundation of fracture mechanics, which relies upon 
an energy balance to determine the state of the system.  The total energy (UT) is 
comprised the surface energy (US), the potential energy of the applied load (UW), and the 
stored elastic energy in the deformed material (UE).  The variation of free energy (dℱ) in 
the system for a reversible and isothermal transformation is equal to the change in the 
total energy such that:19,20 
 0S ET WdU dU dd dU U+ += = ≤  (1.1) 
We define a strain energy release rate: 






which represents the change in mechanical energy of the system with a variation in crack 
area.  The change in surface energy for a brittle failure is further defined as: 
 ( )1 2 12SdU dA wdAγ γ γ= − + − = −  (1.3) 
where γ1, γ2, and γ12 represent the surface energy of surface 1, 2 and their 
interfacial energy respectively, and w is the thermodynamic work of adhesion.  In many 
adhesive systems inelastic processes occur near the crack tip, such as plastic deformation 
or energy dissipation through viscoelastic processes, and this increases the energy 
required to separate the interface.  In these cases, the energy required to separate the 
interface will be greater than wdA , as this only considers the energy required to create 
new surface contacts.  More broadly, S CdU G dA= − , where GC is a material property of 
the two interfaces and is termed the critical strain energy release rate.  GC can describe 
the surface energy contribution as well as other processes near the crack tip which 
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increase the energy required to separate the interface.21  This analysis is generally 
applicable to all materials as long as inelastic processes are confined to small scale 
regions near the interface. 
Equilibrium is reached when G=GC or when the change in mechanical energy is 
equal to the change in energy required to separate the interface for any evolution of the 
crack; when G≠GC the crack will evolve until it achieves equilibrium.  If G>GC the crack 
will grow, decreasing the contact area between the two surfaces as the mechanical energy 
is supplied to break the bonds at the interface.  When G<GC the contact area increases 
since the mechanical energy of the system is not sufficient to compensate for the change 
in surface energy.19 
The equilibrium given by G=GC can be stable, unstable, or neutral.22  If 
equilibrium represents a minimum of free energy (i.e. d2ℱ/dA2>0 or dG/dA>0), then the 
crack grows in a quasistatic manner and the equilibrium is stable. In this case, as A 
decreases, G decreases until it again reaches GC, so that the crack will only move as F 
and Δ are modified.  In unstable equilibrium, d2ℱ/dA2<0 (or dG/dA<0), so that as A 
decreases, G increases and causes the crack to propagate in a single step across the entire 
interface.  Neutral equilibrium occurs when the change in free energy is not dependent on 
A.22  It is also noted that the stability of equilibrium is generally not the same under 
controlled load and controlled displacement conditions.  Under controlled displacement 
the stability also depends on the stiffness of the system, which can act as a reservoir to 
provide energy for crack propagation.22,23 
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1.3.1 Fracture Mechanics in Adhesive Systems 
The general application of fracture mechanics theories to describe adhesion has 
been successfully implemented to describe various loading geometries and adhesive 
materials,24–28 including elastic and viscoelastic systems.10,19,26  Three loading conditions 
of particular interest in adhesive systems are shear, normal, and peel loading, where the 
force is applied parallel, perpendicular, and at an angle to the substrate respectively 
(Figure 1.2).2  In this section we derive force capacity expressions for common 
geometries under these three loading conditions, and then discuss how this can be used to 
guide reversible adhesive design. 
 
Figure 1.2: Three loading geometries of particular interest in adhesive systems include 
shear, normal, and peel loading. 
In order to demonstrate the application of fracture mechanics to an adhesive joint, 
consider the common observation of peeling a long, thin adhesive tape of width b, 
thickness h, and Young’s modulus E from a rigid substrate.  The tape will be peeled with 
a constant force F and an angle θ relative to the substrate.  As the tape peels from the 
substrate a length dL there are three contributions to the energy, a surface energy term:29 
 S C CU G dA G bdL= − = −   (1.4) 
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δ= =   (1.6) 
as well as a potential energy term, as upon debonding the load F has moved through a 




θ = − − + 
 
  (1.7) 





F dL FU U FdL
Ebh Ebh
θ + = − − + 
 
  (1.8) 






θ= + −   (1.9) 
Equilibrium is reached when G=GC and as 0G A∂ ∂ = the stability of peeling is a neutral 
equilibrium, since the change in free energy does not depend on A.  Rearranging Equation 
(1.9) at equilibrium we find Kendall’s result for the adhesive force capacity, FC:29 
 ( )






θ  + − − = 
 
  (1.10) 
Kendall verified this equation experimentally, and found good agreement as seen in 
Figure 1.3.  As the figure shows, the adhesive force capacity of the interface decreases as 
the loading angle is increased.  At low loading angles the force is controlled by the 
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elasticity of the system, while at high loading angles the potential energy of the system 
dominates and the elasticity term becomes negligible. 
 
Figure 1.3: Peel strength versus loading angle for an adhesive joint.  The plot shows peel 
strength versus 1-cosθ for the peeling of an adhesive, demonstrating agreement between 
the experiments and theoretical predictions.  Used with permission: K. Kendall, Thin-film 
peeling- the elastic term. J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 1975, 8, 1449.29 
Following a similar analysis under normal loading conditions, we can describe the 
adherence between a cylindrical punch of radius a in contact with an infinite half space of 












=   (1.11) 
Equilibrium is reached when G=GC and as 0G A∂ ∂ < the equilibrium is unstable, and the 















  (1.12) 
Additionally, for a short, thick joint under shear loading with thickness t, contact area A, 






=   (1.13) 
Equilibrium is reached when G=GC and as 0G A∂ ∂ < the equilibrium is unstable, and the 







=   (1.14) 
1.3.2 Adhesive Design Through Fracture Mechanics 
To illustrate how these analyses can provide guidance for high capacity, easy 
release adhesive design, we will revisit the peel geometry.  Equation (1.10) shows that 
the force capacity can be controlled by the loading angle.  At low angles the force 
capacity is highest, but as the loading angle is increased the force capacity decreases.  By 
controlling the loading angle, the same adhesive interface can provide high adhesive 
force capacities at low angles, and low adhesive force capacities at high angles, thus 
providing a mechanism for release.  This can be seen more clearly by breaking Equation 
(1.10) into separate components for low and high loading angles.  For low peel angles 
Equation (1.10) can be approximated by: 
 2
, 0
2 CCF EG hbθ ≅ =   (1.15) 
While the force capacity at a high peel angle of θ=90°, Equation (1.10) reduces to: 
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 , 90 CCF bGθ = =   (1.16) 
Equations (1.15) and (1.16) both demonstrate that if the only design constraint is 
to maximize FC then the critical strain energy release rate required to separate the 
interface, GC, should be maximized.  This has been a common design principal for 
traditional high capacity adhesive materials, such as PSAs.  However, in the context of 
reversible adhesives, we can consider a ratio of these terms to see which parameters 














  (1.17) 
Contrary to designing solely for maximum adhesive force, Equation (1.17) shows 
that GC should be minimized to obtain easy release while the geometry or stiffness (Eh) 
of the contact can be controlled to obtain high adhesive force capacities at low loading 
angles.  This elementary analysis shows how high capacity, reversible adhesive interfaces 
actually require a low energy of release, and control adhesive force capacity through the 
geometry or stiffness of the contact.  This interplay between geometry and material 
properties will be an important principal throughout this thesis and will be rigorously 
analyzed in the context of reversible adhesive systems. 
1.4 Biological Adhesive Systems 
The ability of some lizards and insects to climb up and across surfaces has 
fascinated scientists for millennia, dating back to the 4th century BC when Aristotle noted 
that a gecko could “run up and down a tree in any way, even with the head 
downwards.”31  This unique mode of locomotion, which even functions on molecularly 
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smooth substrates, is attributed to millions of tiny hairs termed setae.5  The most well 
studied setae bearing lizard is the tokay gecko (Gekko gecko).  The tokay’s setae are 
composed primarily of beta-keratin and are between 80-100μm long with a shaft diameter 
of 3 μm.  The tip of each seta are split into hundreds of terminal spatula features, with 
diameters of ~200 nm (Figure 1.4), which make contact with a target substrate.32  These 
setal features have evolved multiple times in lizards, and similar morphologies are found 
on insects and spiders.33,34 
 
Figure 1.4: Images of a tokay gecko, including the fibrillar features found on the adhesive 
toe pads.  Image (a) is a ventral view of a tokay gecko, displaying adhesive toe pads; 
SEM images of (b) rows of setae from a toe pad and (c) the tip of a single seta, displaying 
the spatular features. 
The adhesive characteristics of seta-bearing animals have been studied from the 
organismic level down to the terminal spatula features.  When the tokay’s front two feet 
(pad area=227 mm2) are pulled along a substrate, a cling force of 20 N is produced 
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parallel to the plate.35  When compared to the mass of the animal (50-100g), the tokay’s 
adhesive strength is a factor of 20-40 times its mass.  The foot of a tokay has a setal 
density of 14,400/mm2, resulting in a force of 6.2μN per setae assuming that all setae 
contributed to the clinging experiment.4  When Autumn et al. measured the normal and 
shear adhesive forces of a single isolated seta,36 they discovered two interesting aspects 
of the setal function.  First, a single seta can generate a shear force of 200 μN when 
properly orientated.  Second, release of the seta is initiated by increasing the angle 
between the setal shaft and substrate above 30°.  This showed that an individual seta is 
capable of much larger forces than estimated by cling experiments on the front two feet, 
and the ability of the gecko to move rapidly across surfaces comes from a directionality 
of the setae.  It has also been shown that tokay setae adhere primarily through van der 
Waals forces and exhibit self-cleaning characteristics.37–39  Other insects however, have 
been shown to secrete a fluid during locomotion, giving rise to capillary forces.40–42 
Although many climbing organisms display fibrillar features, the size and 
geometry of the contacts have been shown to vary.  Arzt and coworkers performed 
morphological characterization of the fibrillar structures for a range of climbing 
organisms, and found that as the mass of the organism increased, the structures became 
smaller and more densely packed (Figure 1.5).43  This suggested that the adhesive force 
capacity could be increased by breaking a single contact into numerous smaller contacts.  
This hypothesis for adhesive force scaling has driven the development of gecko-inspired 




Figure 1.5: Attachment features of various climbing organisms.  The images suggest that 
as body mass increases the fibrillar features becomes more densely packed.  Copyright 
2003 National Academy of Sciences, USA. 
1.5 Gecko Inspired Adhesion 
The design and fabrication of adhesive systems that can be used to easily attach 
and support high capacity loads, yet provide simple, non-damaging release has been long 
sought by scientists and engineers.  Classically, these types of materials have been 
developed within the context of PSAs.  Most recently, these goals have driven the 
development of synthetic materials which try to mimic the adhesive performance of 
geckos and other examples in nature. 
Gecko-inspired adhesives have largely focused on mimicking the micron and 
nanoscale fibrillar structures found on the toe pads of climbing organisms.  The design of 
these interfaces has been supplemented by a theoretical effort to describe the 
consequence of taking a single contact and breaking it into numerous smaller contacts.  
One of the overarching principals in this regard is termed contact splitting, which states 
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that breaking an adhesive contact into numerous, smaller contacts increases the adhesive 
force capacity of the interface.  This force enhancement can be achieved through various 
contact splitting-enabled mechanisms, including crack blunting,44,45 softening,46 increased 
contact line,17,47 and increased tolerance to defects.43  
There have been numerous efforts to create synthetic fibrillar structures that 
mimic the gecko.  Initial attempts focused on creating simple, vertically orientated 
micron and nanoscale fibrils which were terminated with flat ends.48  More complex 
structures have been created by modifying the fibrillar caps,17,49–53 tilting the fibrils,54–56 
as well as creating hierarchical structures.57–59  These structures have been created in a 
variety of size scales and materials, nominally ranging from 100 nm to 1 mm and 
generally using elastomeric materials such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and 
polyurethane (PU) or glassy polymers like polypropylene.  These structures have 
typically been created using a wide variety of micro fabrication techniques such as 
photolithography, electron-beam lithography, ion etching, and utilization of nanoporous 
membranes as molds to name a few.  Furthermore, carbon nanotube based adhesives have 





Figure 1.6: Examples of gecko inspired fibrillar arrays (SEM micrographs). (a) Vertically 
orientated fibrils terminated with flat ends, Reprinted by permission from Macmillan 
Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials48, copyright 2003. (b) Carbon nanotube based adhesive, 
Copyright 2007 National Academy of Sciences, USA.61 (c) Hierarchical structures with 
mushroom caps, Reprinted with permission from M.P. Murphy, S. Kim, M. Sitti. ACS 
Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2009, 1 (4), pp 849–855,57 Copyright 2009 American Chemical 
Society.(d) A tilted fibril array, Copyright 2009 National Academy of Sciences, USA.54 
This active and diverse area of research has resulted in a wide range of materials 
with varying properties, testing methodologies, and degrees of performance.  However, 
no synthetic material has been created to date which matches the gecko in performance, 
robustness, and durability.6  Scaling up current materials, in terms of both manufacturing 
methods and design criteria also presents a significant challenge and is one of the 
important factors to be resolved before gecko inspired adhesives can fulfill their many 
potential applications.  
1.6 Previous Work on Scaling High Capacity, Easy Release Adhesion 
Most gecko-inspired adhesives have been created at contact areas on the order of 
a few square millimeters to centimeters, roughly the size of a fingernail or less.  Even at 
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these scales, it has been demonstrated that it is very difficult to increase contact area 
without an extreme loss of adhesive performance.61,67  These challenges represent a 
substantial barrier to the application of high capacity, easy release adhesives at relevant 
size scales and adhesive force capacities.  In this section, previous work on scaling 
reversible adhesion will be discussed, first by looking at packing density and geometry of 
fibrillar features and then examining contact area scaling.  To provide physical context, 
this discussion will examine how previous scaling relationships would provide guidance 
to large scale climbers (300 lbs/136 kg). 
1.6.1 Scaling Adhesion with Fibrillar Features 
The relationship between fibrillar packing density and the mass of climbing 
organisms has been investigated by several research groups.  Arzt and coworkers found 
that across a diverse range of organisms, including insects, spiders, and geckos, the 
fibrillar packing density increased as the mass of the organism increased.  They explained 
this observation through a contact splitting model, where the adhesive force capacity 
scales as N , where N is the number of fibrillar features.43  Following their scaling and 
extrapolating it to a 300 lb climber we find that we would need perfectly packed, fibrillar 




Figure 1.7: Scaling fibrillar features in adhesive systems.  (a) Setal density versus body 
mass for a variety of climbing organisms showing an extrapolation to a 300 lb climber 
(modified from43, Copyright 2003 National Academy of Sciences, USA). (b) Spatula 
density versus body mass showing that within gecko data (circled) there is no correlation 
(modified from34, Copyright 2007 National Academy of Sciences, USA). 
More recent investigations into fibrillar packing density and mass of climbing 
organisms within a given taxa indicate that only a weak to null relationship exists.34,68 For 
example, if we look at the fibrillar packing density within only the gecko species (Figure 
1.7b), we find that over orders of magnitude in body mass, a significant relationship does 
not exist.34  In other work, Webster et al. have shown that setal density and mass have no 
correlation during the growth of gekkotans.68  Additionally, many climbing organisms in 
nature lack fibrillar features, instead adhering through smooth adhesive pads.40 
These previous studies demonstrate that fibrillar features are not solely sufficient 
for the adhesive climbing capabilities found in nature.  The studies also present a 
technological challenge, where producing the very small fibrillar features needed for 
large adhesive force capacities is difficult with current fabrication techniques.  
Furthermore, numerous attempts in synthetic systems to increase adhesion force through 
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the addition of fibrillar features have been unsuccessful, where an increase in adhesive 
force over a flat, unpatterned sample was not observed.45,52,69–72 
1.6.2 Scaling Adhesion Through Control of Contact Area 
Another scalable parameter in adhesive systems is the contact area.  Irschick and 
co-workers have shown that as the mass of adhesive pad bearing lizards increases, the 
area of the attachment pad as well as the clinging ability increases.35  If we follow this 
scaling, a pad size of 46 cm x 46 cm is required for a 300 lb climber (Figure 1.8a).  
However, as the pad size increases, creating intimate contact over the entire area becomes 
less probable due to surface roughness, which exists from small scale irregularities to 
large scale surface undulations.73–75  To test this hypothesis at large contact areas, a 1 mm 
thick silicone elastomer is sandwiched between two flat, smooth glass plates with lateral 
dimensions of 15 cm x 15 cm.  Upon bringing the top glass plate into contact with the 
elastomer, the real area of contact is approximately 12% of the projected contact area 
(Figure 1.8b,c).  Additionally, in the gecko an increase in contact area from a single 
spatula to the entire organism results in a higher force, but the force per nominal area 
decreases rapidly.  These examples demonstrate that simply increasing the projected 
contact area does not ensure an increase in actual contact area, and that force will not 




Figure 1.8: Scaling contact area in adhesive systems.  (a) Mass versus pad area for a 
variety of pad bearing lizards, showing an extrapolation to a 300 lb climber (data 
obtained from76). (b) Schematic of an experimental setup consisting of a silicone 
elastomer (thickness is 1 mm) adhered to a bottom glass plate while a top glass plate is 
brought into contact.  (c) Image of the experiment in (b) where the dark areas are in 
contact, showing only 12% actual contact area a 15 cm x 15 cm projected contact area. 
1.7 Thesis Organization 
As we have discussed above, the parameters which control reversible adhesive 
systems over multiple length scales are not well understood.  This thesis will address the 
issue of scalability, and provide criteria derived from fracture mechanics to reveal the 
critical parameters to achieve high adhesive force capacity while maintaining easy release 
over numerous length scales. 
Chapter 2 introduces our approach, where we develop a generalized scaling 
theory which demonstrates that A/C is the governing scaling parameter for the force 
capacity of reversible adhesive interfaces, where A is the contact area and C is the 
compliance in the loading direction.  This scaling theory is verified experimentally in 
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both synthetic and biological adhesive systems, over many orders of magnitude in contact 
size and adhesive force capacity.  This understanding is applied to the development of 
high capacity, easy release gecko-like adhesive pads at macroscopic size scales.  
Importantly, this is achieved without fibrillar features, demonstrating that they are not 
necessary to scale reversible adhesives at macroscopic sizes. 
Chapter 3 takes further advantage of this design by developing reversible 
adhesive pads made entirely from renewable materials.  These adhesives demonstrate 
high adhesive force capacity, easy release characteristics, while being reusable, 
recyclable, and made entirely from renewable content. 
Chapter 4 utilizes the scaling theory to guide the design of bio-inspired 
attachment features under shear loading.  Force capacity predictions are provided as a 
function of common geometric control parameters such as thickness, aspect ratio, and 
contact area.  This understanding is extended to describe criteria for patterned interfaces 
for over 25 uniquely patterned adhesive interfaces. 
Chapter 5 examines reversible adhesives under normal loading conditions and 
makes continuous predictions of compliance and adhesive force capacity for confined 
elastic layers.  All of the data is collapsed onto a line described by the A/C scaling 
parameter.  As the scaling parameter does not assume a specific debonding mechanism, 
the adhesive force capacity is captured during both axisymmetric edge separation and 
during interfacial fingering and cavitation instabilities. 
Chapter 6 builds upon the understanding developed in Chapter 5 and presents a 
simple transfer printing technique.  In this chapter, objects are printed from thicker to 
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thinner elastic layers, controlled by the confinement of the interface, providing a simple 
and efficient way to manipulate solid objects. 
Chapter 7 summarizes this work and presents the A/C scaling parameter as a 
general descriptor for reversible adhesive interfaces.  A universal plot is created 
comprising force capacity data from each chapter of the thesis, as well as from literature, 
and all of the data is collapsed onto a single line described by the A/C ratio.  The plot 
consists of both synthetic and biological adhesives, from nanoscopic features to 




CHAPTER 2  
LOOKING BEYOND FIBRILLAR FEATURES TO SCALE GECKO-
LIKE ADHESION 
2.1 Introduction 
Fibrillar features found on the foot pads of climbing organisms have been linked 
to the control of adhesion, and have inspired numerous synthetic mimics.  However, 
without a framework that connects biological and synthetic adhesive systems from the 
basic nanoscopic features to macroscopic systems, synthetic mimics have failed to show 
adhesive performance at large length scales. Here we show how the development of a 
simple scaling theory can guide the development of macroscopic, gecko-inspired 
adhesives. The theory reveals that reversible adhesive materials require contradicting 
attributes: maximum compliance normal to the substrate and minimum compliance in the 
direction of loading.  We overcome this counter-intuitive constraint by utilizing 
inextensible fabrics with thin elastomeric adhesive layers.  We follow this design to 
create reversible, hand-sized synthetic adhesive structures with sufficient capacity (~2950 
N/660 lbs) to enable human climbing, even without fibrillar features.  Perhaps most 
importantly, our theory is supported by experimental data spanning macroscopic 
synthetic adhesives, to nanoscale single natural spatula including whole body organisms, 
with agreement over 14 orders of magnitude in adhesive force. 
2.2 Background 
Fibrillar features are found on numerous climbing organisms, ranging from 
insects to lizards, and contribute to their ability to climb on vertical surfaces and traverse 
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overhangs with minimal effort.33,36,77  This unique combination of strong attachment and 
low energy release is unparalleled in traditional adhesive design and has inspired 
numerous synthetic mimics, driving the creation of densely packed, micron and 
nanoscale fibrils.54,60,78,79  Although similar performance has been achieved at small 
length scales, synthetic fibrillar mimics have struggled beyond centimeter square contact 
areas, demonstrating the challenge of scaling force capacity.61,80  
Previous scaling comparisons between fibril dimensions and body mass of 
climbing organisms across several taxa suggested a strong relationship.43  However, more 
recent comparisons within a given taxa indicate that only a weak to null relationship 
exists,34,68 suggesting that fibrillar features are not solely sufficient for climbing 
capabilities.  Furthermore, some insects adhere with smooth attachment pads, possessing 
no fibrillar features at all.34,40 One variable that scales positively with body mass (and 
clinging ability) among pad bearing lizard taxa is the area of the attachment pad.76  
However, as the pad size increases, creating intimate contact over the entire area becomes 
less probable, and the real area of contact is generally a small fraction of the projected 
contact area.73 
2.3 Approach 
2.3.1 Derivation of the Reversible Adhesion Scaling Relationship 
To develop scalable design parameters we hypothesize that reversible adhesive 
systems will follow a relationship derived from a simple fracture mechanics energy 
balance.  We begin with the well-established framework of Maugis and Barquins,19 
which is based on Griffith’s criteria,18 and considers  a material of arbitrary shape 
adhering through a surface area (A).  Upon loading with a force, F, or displacement Δ, the 
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total energy (UT) is comprised of the surface energy (US), the potential energy of the 
applied load (UW), and the stored elastic energy in the deformed material (UE).  We 
assume the system to be in equilibrium such that: 
 0W ST E U UU U
A A A A
δ δδ δ
δ δ δ δ
= + + =  (2.1) 
We further assume that upon reaching a critical force (FC) the interface will separate in 
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Finally, we assume that the system will conserve energy.  Hence, the mechanical energy 
stored at the interface directly before crack growth will be transferred into surface energy 
by breaking and forming new surface contacts: 
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These assumptions allow the differential steps to be treated algebraically (any change is 
larger than the system size now) and we drop the derivatives for simplicity.  A simple 
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Where 𝛾 represents a surface energy and the subscripts refer to each surface respectively 
(substrate and adhesive).  It is convenient to define the strain energy release rate, G, as 
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 (2.5) 
Where GC is the critical strain energy release rate, and under thermodynamic conditions 
is equal to work of adhesion.   However, GC can also account for various dissipative 
processes, allowing for more general applications.21  Substitution into Equation (2.4) 
gives: 
 ( )1 2 12( ) 0E W
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U A U U A
G A U U U
γ γ γ∆ = + − + + =
= = +
 (2.6) 
Upon reaching the critical force FC, G=GC, and under constant displacement conditions 
UE = F2C/2, where C is the system compliance.  Importantly, designing around the point 
of instability and minimizing energy consumption are orthogonal to conventional 
synthetic adhesive design.  In this framework, the maximum sustainable force, FC, is 




β=   (2.7) 
Where β represents the numerical prefactors in the equation such that 2 1.4β = = .  As 
β is of order unity and our focus is on understanding the parameters that govern force 





   (2.8) 
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Since a specific shape, geometry, or size was not assumed in developing this scaling 
relationship, it provides a framework for understanding the adhesive performance of 
materials over a range of size scales and geometries. 
2.3.2 Adhesive Force Scaling Parameters 
This scaling relationship suggests that the adhesive capacity of an interface is 
governed by three simple parameters, which are dependent on both the geometry and 
material properties of the interface.  To design reversible adhesives which can adhere to 
various substrates, the interfacial interactions should rely upon non-specific van der 
Waals forces,37 rendering GC an ineffective control parameter.  Therefore, to scale FC for 
adhesive materials the material system must develop attributes that increase the A/C ratio. 
This presents a challenge; materials must be soft to increase true contact but stiff to 
achieve high loads. Soft materials are able to create large scale contact but have a high 
compliance when loaded, while stiff materials are unable to create extensive contact; both 
cases result in a null effect on the A/C ratio.  To overcome this constraint, small 
attachment pads with fibrillar features increase A/C  by increasing contact area through 
contact splitting,54,79,81 while aligning under shear loads to provide a low compliance in 
the direction of loading.82  However,  as pad area increases, the role of the setal splitting 
decreases as setal discretization only helps to increase contact at the micron or sub-
micron length scale.81 
To create scalable adhesives a material must be able to conform, yet be rigid in 
the direction of loading.  Our strategy is to create simple, flexible adhesives using fabrics 
with a non-patterned reversibly adhesive elastomer surface.  The fabric fibers provide 
stiffness in the direction of loading,83 while the elastomer layer maximizes contact at 
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smaller length scales.  The choice of not patterning the adhesive pad with fibrils is 
purposeful, as our scaling theory states that the ratio of A/C is the governing parameter, 
not the inclusion of any specific contacting geometry.  This material design allows 
adhesives to be made at macroscopic sizes with a variety of materials, including nylon 
and carbon fiber (CF) fabrics impregnated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow 





Figure 2.1: Images of macroscopic high capacity, easy release adhesive pads.  Image (a) 
is a PDMS/nylon pad (b) is a PDMS/CF-Kevlar pad and (c) is a PU/CF pad.  Macro 
photographs (left), a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of the side profile 
(middle), and the adhesive surface, showing the smooth, unpatterned interface (right). 
The adhesives are fabricated by filling smooth glass molds with uncured 
elastomer, placing a fabric over the mold and allowing the fabric to be impregnated with 
the uncured elastomer, and then curing the elastomer.  The thickness of the adhesive is 
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controlled by the depth of the mold, and upon removal the pad is mechanically cut to 
control the contact size, A.  The fabric is compliant out-of-plane due to rotational freedom 
between fibers allowing the adhesive to drape and achieve large scale conformability, 
while maintaining low compliance in the loading direction through high in-plane 
stiffness, allowing the A/C ratio to be increased at large length scales.  The adhesives are 
tested under shear loading measuring displacement (Δ) and force (F) until release.  This 
method gives an experimentally measured compliance (C=dΔ/dF), FC, and A (Figure 
2.2). 
 
Figure 2.2: A force versus extension plot for a 100 cm2 polyurethane/unidirectional 
carbon fiber fabric adhesive pad.  FC denotes the critical adhesive force capacity, C is 
compliance (dΔ/dF), and A is the projected area of contact. 
2.3.3 Shear Stress Decay Length 
Under a shear load the shear stress distribution in an adhesive is not constant 
along the length, but decays as a function of the distance from the point of loading.84  To 
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maximize force capacity it is important to utilize the entire contact area by controlling the 
length of this decay relative to the length of the adhesive joint.  Consider an elastic 
adhesive layer of thickness (ta) and shear modulus (μa) loaded by a force (F) at some 
angle (θ) by a fabric of thickness (t) and elastic modulus (E) all of which has a width (b), 
as seen in Figure 2.3.  A force balance demonstrates that the shear stress, xyτ , at the 
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Equation (2.10) demonstrates that the rate of stress decay can be controlled through 
material properties and geometry.  To increase the loaded length, λ  should be minimized 
to decrease the rate of decay by maximizing the ratio of the fabric elastic modulus to the 
shear modulus of the adhesive ( )aE µ .  This is achieved in our system through the use of 
stiff fabrics impregnated with soft elastomeric adhesive layers.  Table 2-1 lists values for 
modulus and thickness for two representative adhesive systems, PDMS/nylon fabric and 
PU/CF fabric.  To determine the decay length for these systems consider the shear stress 




















  (2.11) 
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In Figure 2.3 we plot Equation (2.11) versus distance from point of loading (x) for 
PDMS/Nylon (λ = 43) and PU/CF (λ = 7) and observe that the shear stress is non-zero 
for both systems up to at least 10 cm in length.  Throughout this chapter, adhesive pads 
will be made up to contact areas of 100 cm2 with lengths less than or equal to 10 cm to 
maximize the loaded length of the joint. 
  PDMS/Nylon PU/CF 
Shear modulus, μa  0.45 MPa 1.3 MPa 
Adhesive thickness, ta 0.8 mm 0.6 mm 
Elastic modulus fabric, E 1.5 GPa85 115 GPa86 
Fabric thickness, t 0.2 mm 0.4 mm 
λ 43 7 
Table 2-1: Modulus and thickness values for two representative adhesive systems, 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)/nylon fabric and polyurethane (PU)/carbon fiber (CF) 
fabric.  The elastic modulus of the fabrics were obtained by using bulk values and 
assuming that the fabric layer contains 50 vol% fibers. 
 
Figure 2.3: Shear stress decay length.  (a) A fabric adhesive bonded to a substrate. (b) 
Plot of normalized shear stress versus distance from point of loading for two λ values 






Fabric adhesives were prepared by pouring uncured  oligomeric PDMS and a 
curing agent (Dow Corning Sylgard 184™) 10:1 ratio (w/w) or uncured polyurethane 
(BJB Enterprises ST-1060) in a mold, as received fabrics (Jo-Ann Fabric and Crafts, 
Composite Envisions) are then placed into the mold, which are subsequently impregnated 
by the uncured polymer.   PDMS adhesives were cured at room temperature for three 
days and polyurethane adhesives were cured at room temperature for 24 hours, and then 
at 70°C for 24 hours, after which the samples were mechanically cut to size (Figure 2.4).  
Center loaded adhesive pads were fabricated by first connecting the synthetic tendon into 
the center of an unimpregnated adhesive pad through a stitch created with an electronic 
sewing machine.  The adhesive pad was then impregnated with uncured elastomer and 




Figure 2.4: Fabrication scheme for macroscopic adhesive pads.  (a) To prepare PDMS 
adhesives, molds were fabricated using glass slides and uncured, degassed PDMS 
oligomer and curing agent (Dow Corning Sylgard 184™) 10:1 ratio (w/w) were poured 
into the mold. (b) Fabric was placed over the mold allowing the uncured PDMS to 
impregnate the fabric, and then the PDMS was cured at room temperature for 3 days. (c) 
The fabric adhesive was then removed from the mold, and mechanically cut to size. (d) 
Polyurethane adhesive pads were created using ST-1060 two component kits from BJB 
Enterprises.  Part A and part B were mixed at a 100:55 ratio in a Teflon beaker.  This 
sample was then degassed for five minutes. (e) On a Teflon base, unidirectional carbon 
fiber was taped down along with a 10 cm by 10 cm square Teflon spacer to control 
thickness.  The prepolymer mixture was poured into the mold, and a blade was used to 
remove excess prepolymer.  Next a PDMS sheet was placed on top of the polyurethane 
prepolymer to create a smooth surface.  Finally a glass plate was placed on top with a 
20.5 Kg weight.  This setup was allowed to sit for 24 hours.  After 24 hours the adhesive 
pad was removed, and placed into a 70° C oven to finish the curing process.  Excess 
fabric was removed using a razor blade to create the final product. (f) An exploded view 





Shear adhesion experiments on synthetic adhesives were performed on clean glass 
in lap shear geometry with an Instron 5500R at 10 mm/min, with the fabric end placed 
into a rigid mount to ensure load sharing.  The load cell varied depending on load and 
included: 50 N, 1 kN, and 50 kN load cells with compliance values of 2E-6, 1E-7, and 
2E-9 m/N respectively.88  Peel experiments were conducted under the same conditions, 
except the angle between the applied load and substrate was varied between 0° and 90° in 
the θ and Φ directions.  Live gecko experiments were performed under shear loading, the 
animal’s torso was held in place and the two front feet were attached to a glass plate, 
which was displaced at velocities of 100 mm/min and 300 mm/min.   In-plane 
compliance measurements of neat fabric were performed on an Instron 5500R at a 
loading rate of 10 mm/min, with the fabric end placed into a rigid mount to ensure load 




Figure 2.5: Compliance measurements of fabrics.  (a) Force versus extension plot of 
engineering fabrics and (b) conventional fabrics tested in uni-axial tension to measure the 
compliance of the uncoated fabric.  The test geometry consisted of a 10 cm wide by 20 
cm long rectangular piece of fabric, which was clamped at the ends with rigid mounts to 
ensure load sharing.  This geometry is the same as the 100 cm2 adhesive pad testing. (c) 
The compliance measured by a linear fit of the aforementioned experiment, 
demonstrating the low compliance of the engineering type fabrics.  The third column lists 
a representative compliance measured during an adhesion test using a 100 cm2 adhesive 
pad with a PDMS adhesive layer.  Used with permission: Adv. Mater. 2012.87 
2.4.3 Animal Care 
Geckos were maintained individually in 10-ga glass aquaria in the Irschick lab at 
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst (under IACUC protocol 2009-0051).  Each 
cage was heated with a 60-watt bulb on a timer switch that provided light from 9 AM - 5 
PM.  The geckos were each fed 12 large vitamin-dusted crickets per week.  SEM images 
of sub-digital features were obtained by harvesting a toe from a preserved tokay gecko, 
and schematic overlays were created using Maya and Photoshop software.  
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2.5 Results and Discussion 
2.5.1 Scaling Adhesion in Synthetic Systems 
To verify Equation (2.8) the A/C ratio is systematically tuned by varying the 
thickness of the PDMS layer (0.5mm to 25 mm), the area of contact (1 to 100 cm2), and 
the type of fabric.  As seen in Figure 2.6 the scaling relationship functions over orders of 
magnitude in force capacity, with good agreement between various synthetic adhesives.  
The synthetic adhesive data points represent data generated on PDMS (Dow Corning 
Sylgard 184™) slabs without fabric, PDMS adhesives with different fabrics, simple 
macroscopic patterns, as well as polyurethane (BJB Enterprises ST-1060) on fabric; 
demonstrating the scaling relationship’s use for varying geometries and materials, 
including non-patterned and patterned interfaces, providing simple design criteria over 
numerous length scales.  We have created fabric based adhesives up to areas of 100 cm2, 
and while there are no inherent manufacturing constraints currently observed which 
would limit the ultimate size of the adhesive contact, we note two physical limitations to 
size.  The first limitation is that the adhesive pad length should be less than the stress 
decay length and the second is that the width should be limited such that load sharing can 
be maintained across the pad.  We overcome these constraints by using stiff fabrics with 
soft elastomers to increase the stress decay length and connect the fabric into rigid 
mounts to enable efficient load sharing.  This ability to easily scale to large contact areas 
overcomes the challenges associated with many previously reported gecko-inspired 
adhesives, which performed well at millimeter and centimeter length scales, but have 
been difficult to scale beyond these dimensions.61,80  Furthermore, as the wide range of 
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interfaces tested rely on van der Waals based adhesion, GC is nearly constant but is 
associated with the minor scatter between different data sets. 
 
Figure 2.6:  Scaling synthetic adhesive materials.  (a) Scaling plot of synthetic adhesives. 
(b) Schematic of PDMS without fabric and (c) schematic of PDMS with fabric.  Plain 
weave polyester and plain weave nylon fabric were used as received (Jo Ann Fabric and 
Crafts).  Carbon fiber/Kevlar plain weave 3k 4.8 oz fabric was also used as received 
(Composite Envisions). (d) Schematic of macro patterns where the contact area of a 
PDMS with fabric pad is discretized, allowing individual contacts to act independently. 
(e) Schematic of polyurethane unidirectional carbon fiber fabric where the polyurethane 
adhesive (BJB Enterprises ST-1060) was used with as received carbon fiber 
unidirectional 12k 11oz fabric (Composite Envisions).  Used with permission: Adv. 
Mater. 2012.87 
2.5.2 Synthetic Adhesive Performance at Large Length Scales 
Gecko-inspired adhesive systems must demonstrate high capacity as well as easy 
release and repeatability over extended cycling lifetimes.  To design reversible synthetic 
pads to achieve maximum force capacity, our force scaling demonstrates that the A/C 
ratio must be maximized.  The materials that display the greatest force capacity within 
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our framework are fabricated with thin (1 mm total thickness, 0.4 mm fabric thickness), 
smooth polyurethane pads (BJB Enterprises ST-1060, E=3.8 MPa) with stiff 
unidirectional carbon fiber fabrics (Composite Envisions, stiffness=4x106 N/m) (Figure 
2.1c).  These pads exhibit force capacities of 2950 N (300 kg/660 lbs) over areas of 100 
cm2 (16 in2) (Figure 2.7b).  This is the greatest amount of force currently reported for a 
reversible reusable adhesive.  When examined as a force per area, the adhesives exhibit a 
shear adhesion strength of 29.5 N/cm2, greater than the ~10.0 N/cm2 of the front two feet 
of the tokay gecko 76 and exceeding the adhesive strength of any polymeric-based dry 
adhesive larger than 1 cm2.54,55  Additionally, as these materials were designed by 
minimizing dissipation ( S E CU A U A Gδ δ δ δ= − = ) they are released through a 90° peel 
with negligible force (Figure 2.7b,d).  Importantly this performance does not rely upon 
any micro or nano scale patterning or fibrillar features, but rather aims to maximize the 
A/C ratio. 
 
Figure 2.7: Adhesive performance of high capacity, easy release adhesive pads.  (a) A 
100 cm2 reversible polyurethane/unidirectional carbon fiber fabric adhesive pad holds 
135 kg of hanging mass. (b) A force versus extension plot for a 100 cm2 
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polyurethane/unidirectional carbon fiber fabric adhesive pad demonstrating the high dry 
adhesive force capacity (2950 N, 29.5 N/cm2) at a loading angle of θ=0° while 
maintaining easy release (10 N) at 90°.  (c) Schematics of the 0° and 90° loading tests 
and (d) a zoomed in view of the 90° peel loading. 
Beyond peak force capacity, gecko-inspired adhesives must achieve repeatability.  
This attribute is ensured in our design by focusing on the use of elastic, not largely 
viscoelastic, materials and reversible, ubiquitous van der Waals interactions at the 
interface.  We demonstrate these key concepts by maintaining a high load capacity over 
100 cycles (Figure 2.8).   These results demonstrate that scalable biological adhesive 
mimics designed for high load or strength capacity and repeatability should not simply 
follow a specific contacting geometry (i.e. fibrils), but should focus on the A/C ratio as 
demonstrated in Equation (2.8). 
 
Figure 2.8: Force capacity of a 100 cm2 PU/CF and a PDMS/CF-Kevlar adhesive pad as a 
function of loading cycle, where the adhesive is tested to capacity, reattached, and then 
tested to capacity again.  The force capacity is maintained over 100 cycles for each 
adhesive pad, allowing for reversibility (dotted line shows average force capacity of 2600 
N and 1060 N for the PU/CF and PDMS/CF-Kevlar respectively). 
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2.5.3 Adhesive Performance at Various Loading Angles 
Geckos can move over a wide range of loading angles, such as vertical, slanted, 
and inverted surfaces, through an active control mechanism.89  In contrast, synthetic 
adhesives exhibit peeling failure as the force is applied above a 0° angle to the substrate, 
causing a rapid decrease in adhesive strength (Figure 2.9a,b).29  To develop practical 
adhesive applications ranging from fixation of household items to human climbing, a 
tolerance to varying load angles is crucial.  To achieve high capacity beyond shear 
loading, peeling moments must be reduced while maintaining a low compliance in the 
direction of loading.  Similar to the complex hierarchy of the scansors (Figure 2.11) 
displayed on the gecko toe pad,77 we achieve high capacity, easy release beyond shear 
loading, through an integrated joint design where a synthetic fabric “tendon” is connected 
through a stitch to the center of the adhesive layer. This design directs the applied force 
through the center of the adhesive pad, as opposed to the leading edge as demonstrated 
above.   The rotational freedom of this integrated tendon joint eliminates misalignment 
sensitivity at low loading angles, maintains impressive adhesive capacity through normal 
loading (90°) by resisting peeling, yet still allows for easy release (as observed in the 
gecko)36  by applying a transverse load, i.e. rotation parallel to the joint (Figure 2.9b).  
This ability for fabric adhesives to be rapidly and repeatedly applied to surfaces while 
maintaining large force capacities with high misalignment tolerance allows for the 
development of load bearing applications.  As a preliminary demonstration we hang a 42” 




Figure 2.9: Adhesive performance at various loading angles.  (a)  Front view schematic of 
a center loaded adhesive pad, where the load bearing tendon is connected with  a stitch to 
the center of the non-contacting side of the adhesive pad (left), and the rear view showing 
the peeling angle θ and release angle φ corresponding to panel (b).  (b)  Directing the 
force through the center of an adhesive pad shows an increased angle tolerance with 
respect to θ (0° is parallel to z axis) as compared to loading the adhesive pad at the 
leading edge, while rotation about φ (0° is parallel to y axis) still maintains easy release.  
Data is shown as mean ± s.d., N=3. (c) 100 cm2 carbon fiber/kevlar plain weave fabric 
center loaded PDMS adhesive pad supporting the mass of a 42’’ (18 kg) flat panel 
television.  Used with permission: Adv. Mater. 2012.87 
2.5.4 Scaling Adhesion in Synthetic and Biological Adhesive Systems 
Not only has the scaling theory guided the development of robust, macro-scale 
synthetic adhesives, it also provides a framework for understanding the scaling of 
adhesive attachment features found in nature.  Measurements conducted in our laboratory 
on the force capacity of the front two feet of live adult tokay geckos also follow the 
predictions of Equation (2.8) (Figure 2.10a,b). Furthermore, we find good agreement 
(Figure 2.10d) between the scaling relationship and adhesive capacity measurements 
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from literature of multiple levels of the gecko’s adhesive hierarchy (Figure 2.10c), as 
well as data from several other adhesive pad bearing animals.36,40,82,90–94  When we apply 
the scaling relationship to both biological and our synthetic adhesive materials, we find 
good agreement over a remarkable 14 orders of magnitude in force capacity (Figure 
2.10e).  We argue that biological adhesive systems, over orders of magnitude in size, are 
not based upon a specific geometry, but rather follow the assumptions and resulting 
relationship of Equation (2.8), and that the A/C ratio can be used as a simple descriptor 




Figure 2.10: Scaling synthetic and biological adhesive systems.  (a) Live experiment in 
which a tokay gecko’s front two feet are attached to a glass plate which is displaced 
vertically while force and total extension (Δ) are recorded. (b) A representative force 
versus extension plot for the live tokay gecko experiments. (c) SEM images of the 
fibrillar features found on the toe of a tokay gecko: rows of setae (top), a single seta 
(middle), and the terminal spatula tips (bottom). (d) Scaling relationship for biological 
adhesive systems showing agreement from the smallest single spatula features to the full 
organism level.  Data is shown as mean ± range.  (e) Scaling plot showing agreement 
between experimental data for synthetic and biological adhesives over 14 orders of 
magnitude in force capacity.  Used with permission: Adv. Mater. 2012.87 
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2.5.5 Sub-Surface Morphology in Geckos 
Confirmation of this scaling with biological adhesive systems suggests that more 
massive organisms, such as geckos, with larger adhesive pads (A~100 mm2), overcome 
the decreased role of setal discretization with other sub-surface morphological traits to 
form a functioning foot.  One important feature, which is consistent with our design of 
fabric-backed adhesives, is a unique tendon arrangement that rigidly connects the skeletal 
structure to the setal features (Figure 2.11a).  The terminal setal features are made of stiff 
keratin fibers, which connect directly to a thin epidermal layer.  The epidermal layer is 
rigidly bound to the lateral digital tendon through an interdigitated connection with the 
stratum compactum of the dermis. The tendon then connects directly to the skeletal 
system of the gecko through the metacarpo- or metatarso-phalangeal joint capsule (Figure 
2.11b,c).77  These specialized junctions rigidly connect the setal features to the skeletal 
system, forming a stiff continuum from the adhesive directly through the animal’s center 
of mass.  The integration of these rigid structures, and the slender nature of the scansors 
structures likely allows for minimal extension in plane with local rotational freedom, 
leading to the creation of substantial contact area at large length scales.  The morphology 
of the gecko skin and tendon has been previously observed,95 but their importance in 
developing local rotational freedom and minimal extensibility in plane has not been 
realized.  In terms of Equation (2.8), these attributes lead to a high A/C ratio, even at 




Figure 2.11: Gecko toe pad anatomy.  (a) Dorsal view of the tokay gecko’s toe anatomy, 
with a schematic overlay showing the intricate structure of the lateral digital tendon, 
which terminates into individual scansors. (b) Main panel, SEM image of the lateral view 
of a single tokay gecko scansor, found on the toe (inset).  The schematic overlay shows 
the direct connection between the epidermis (green), stratum compactum of the dermis 
(turquoise), and lateral digital tendon (white), which ultimately connects to the skeleton 
of the gecko.  Loose connective tissue (purple) is absent in the stiff line of loading. (c)  
Lateral view of a toe, which upon removal of the outer scale, shows the slender 
morphology of the scansors.  Used with permission: Adv. Mater. 2012.87 
2.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the presence of a morphological feature, such as setae, does not 
necessarily imply that the trait represents an optimized design.96  Dating back to the 
ancient Greeks, bird feathers, another keratinous feature, were thought to be necessary for 
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flight, and numerous human made designs were unsuccessful by mimicking their form 
instead of understanding their functional principles.  Therefore, the presence of fibrillar 
adhesive structures likely contributes to the ability of animals to adhere to surfaces, but 
its form alone is not sufficient to enable adhesion to human scales.  Instead, reversible 
adhesive design should focus on the balance of the development of true contact area 
while minimizing compliance in the loading direction.  The scaling provided here and the 
materials developed demonstrate that sub-surface structures that maintain an integrated 
stiffness play an enabling role in the realization of human-scale, gecko-like adhesive 
materials. 
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CHAPTER 3  
HIGH CAPACITY, EASY RELEASE ADHESIVE PADS COMPOSED 
ENTIRELY OF RENEWABLE MATERIALS 
3.1 Introduction 
High performance materials from renewable content represent an intriguing and 
sustainable approach to material design.  But creating materials from renewable content 
is challenging and often requires sacrificing performance over synthetic materials.  In this 
chapter we present a renewable, reusable, and biodegradable adhesive pad that exhibits 
both high capacity and easy release.  The adhesive pad is composed entirely of renewable 
content, consisting of an uncrosslinked natural rubber elastomer impregnated onto a stiff 
natural fiber fabric.  These elastic, non-tacky adhesive materials exhibit force capacities 
as high as 760 N over 100 cm2 contact areas while maintaining a nearly effortless release.  
We show that these adhesives can be reused over many cycles without any loss of 
performance.  This approach delivers an environmentally responsible, uncompromised, 
high performance reversible adhesive material. 
3.2 Background 
Two key characteristics of adhesive materials are their load bearing capacity and 
their ability to be removed and then reused.  Traditional adhesives such as pressure 
sensitive adhesives (PSA) either support a high load while being difficult to remove or 
are relatively weak but maintain reversibility.4  Adhesive materials which display high 
force capacity while maintaining easy release and reusability over multiple cycles would 
help to reduce waste and create new technological opportunities.  Gecko-inspired 
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adhesives have demonstrated these characteristics by utilizing nano or micron scale 
surface features.54,57,59,97  However, these adhesives have been made with synthetic 
components and none have been created from renewable sources, likely due to the 
molding and replication processes or material requirements needed to create these 
intricate features. 
Viscoelastic PSAs have been formulated from renewable content such as natural 
rubber or polyurethanes from natural oil polyols.98  But their renewable content is 
typically below 100% because of the availability of raw materials or additives, such as 
tackifying agents, which are necessary for performance.2  Additionally, PSAs are 
inherently non-reusable as they easily foul and rely on inelastic processes, such as plastic 
deformation or viscoelastic dissipation, to achieve high performance.  These processes 
permanently deform the physical structure of the adhesive, reducing the reusability. 
3.3 Approach 
In this work we utilize simple fabrication techniques to create reversible adhesive 
materials entirely from renewable resources.  By incorporating natural rubber elastomers 
into stiff natural fiber fabrics, we construct materials displaying high force capacity and 
easy release.  Importantly, these materials can be repositioned and reused to maximum 
capacity over multiple load cycles without leaving behind a sticky residue.  As previously 
shown, the natural fiber fabrics and natural rubber material components can 
biodegrade.99–103  These combinations of properties enable high performance materials 
which can be obtained from renewable sources, reused, and finally be composted at the 





Natural fiber plain weave fabrics, including hemp fabrics (Hemp Traders, Fine 
Hemp Linen 5.3 oz), jute fabrics (ATS Fabrics, 100% Jute), and cotton fabrics (Jo-Ann 
Fabrics) as well as natural rubber latex (Environmental Technology), are used in the as-
received form.  Synthetic fabrics, including nylon fabric (Jo-Ann Fabrics) and uni-
directional 12K carbon fiber fabric (1D CF 12K) (Composite Envisions), were also used 
as received.  In-plane compliance measurements of each fabric are presented in Figure 
3.1 and Table 3-1.  The synthetic fabrics are added as reference based on the results 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
To fabricate the adhesive pads, molds are created by stacking layers of adhesive 
tape to a controlled thickness, and then applying the stack to glass panes to form 
rectangular molds.  Natural rubber latex is then placed into the molds and a straight edge 
is used to spread the latex until a uniform coating is obtained.  A piece of fabric is then 
placed on top of the latex and coated with an additional, thin latex layer to ensure 
complete impregnation of the fabric.  The latex is allowed to dry for at least 72 hours and 
then the sample is removed from the mold and cut to size.  The adhesive surface has a 
contact area of 100 cm2 with a width of 13.3 cm, height of 7.5 cm, and total thickness of 
approximately 0.5 mm. 
3.4.2 Characterization 
Shear adhesion experiments were performed on clean glass in lap shear geometry 
with an Instron 5500R at 10 mm/min.  During testing, the fabric ends were placed into a 
rigid mount to ensure load sharing.  The releasability of the adhesives was examined in a 
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180° peel geometry on clean glass at 100 mm/min.  In-plane compliance measurements 
of neat fabric with a length of 20 cm and a width of 10 cm were also performed on an 
Instron 5500R at loading rate of 10 mm/min.  Again, the fabric ends were placed into a 
rigid mount to ensure load sharing. 
 
Figure 3.1: In-plane compliance measurements of the natural fiber fabrics.  The samples 
are 20 cm long and 10 cm wide, synthetic fabrics are also plotted for comparison. 
Fabric  Stiffness (N/mm) Compliance (m/N) 
Nylon 23 4.3E-05 
Hemp 59 1.7 E-05 
Jute 16 6.3E-05 
Cotton 63 1.6 E-05 
1D CF 12K 4030 2.5E-07 
Table 3-1: Stiffness and compliance values of the neat fabrics tested in Figure 3.1. 
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3.5   Results and Discussion 
3.5.1 Adhesive Design 
To design these adhesives we follow our previously demonstrated scaling 
relationship where the force capacity, FC, of reversible adhesive materials scales as
~C CF G A C .
87,104  In this equation, GC is the critical strain energy release rate for 
the interface.  For elastic, reversible adhesives which aim to adhere to a wide range of 
substrates, the interface should rely on van der Waals interactions and minimize energy 
dissipation during separation.  These constraints render GC an ineffective control 
parameter.  A is the area of contact between the adhesive and the substrate and C is the 
compliance in the direction of loading.  In order to create adhesive materials which 
display high capacity and easy release, the system must develop attributes to maximize 
the A/C ratio.  This requires materials to be soft to maximize contact area while 
simultaneously maintaining stiffness in the direction of loading to minimize C.  These 
characteristics are achieved by using a soft, highly elastic natural rubber elastomer 
impregnated onto stiff natural fiber fabric materials.  As an example of this design we 




Figure 3.2:  Macro photograph of a natural rubber/hemp fabric adhesive pad composed 
entirely of renewable materials.  The natural rubber elastomer is soft and elastic to 
achieve high contact areas and the plain weave hemp fabric is stiff to enable high, 
reversible force capacities. 
To fabricate the adhesive pads, natural rubber latex is spread into glass molds of 
controlled depth.  A plain weave natural fiber fabric is then placed into the mold, and an 
additional layer of natural rubber latex is spread on top to fully impregnate the fabric.  A 
tackifying agent is not added to the latex, thus maximizing elasticity in the elastomer 
layer and optimizing reusability and easy release.  The latex is then allowed to dry and 
the adhesive pad is peeled from the mold and mechanically cut to size.  This scalable 
fabrication process allows for the creation of large scale adhesive materials. To test the 
adhesive’s performance, the adhesive pad is applied on a glass substrate in a single lap 
shear geometry, where a constant displacement rate is applied until the adhesive 
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completely separates from the glass.  The test is repeated to maximum force over 
multiple cycles to demonstrate reversibility, and no residue is observed on the glass. 
3.5.2 Adhesive Performance 
The force versus displacement curve for a natural rubber/hemp renewable 
adhesive pad demonstrates the linear response of the materials which upon reaching FC 
separates from the substrate, as seen in Figure 3.3a.  These adhesive achieves force 
capacities of 640 N (65 kg/143 lbs) over areas of 100 cm2 while being composed entirely 
of renewable materials.  This performance is achieved by controlling the A/C ratio 
through the combination of the soft natural rubber elastomer creating significant contact 
area while the hemp fabric increases the stiffness of the adhesive material.  Through this 
design the adhesive material is not sticky or tacky, allowing for easy release, which is 
demonstrated by the low peel force (~2.5 N) required to separate the interface (Figure 
3.3b).  Additionally, this design enables reusability, as the material undergoes 
recoverable, elastic deformation, and after testing to full capacity over 30 cycles no 
degradation in FC is observed (Figure 3.4).  These characteristics enable an adhesive pad 





Figure 3.3: Adhesive performance of a renewable adhesive pad.  (a) Force versus 
extension plot for a 100 cm2 natural rubber/hemp renewable adhesive pad tested under 
shear loading showing an adhesive force capacity of 640 N; inset shows schematic of 
testing set up. (b) Force versus extension plot for the same 100 cm2 natural rubber/hemp 
renewable adhesive pad tested under peel loading showing that a much lower force of 





Figure 3.4: Force capacity as a function of loading cycles for a renewable adhesive pad.  
A cycle consists of applying the adhesive pad to the glass substrate, testing to full 
capacity, and then reapplying the same adhesive pad for the subsequent cycle.  The figure 
demonstrates reusability as the adhesive force capacity of the pad is maintained over 30 
loading cycles. 
The versatility of this adhesive design allows materials to be made from a variety 
of natural fiber fabrics.  To demonstrate this we created three different natural 
rubber/natural fiber fabric adhesive pads, where the fabric was varied and included 
cotton, jute, and hemp plain weave fabrics.  We tested each adhesive to maximum force 
capacity for five cycles under shear loading, and the results are shown in Figure 3.5, 
where the column represents the average force capacity, the errors bars represent the 
standard deviation, and the maximum force capacity is listed above each column.   This 
figure demonstrates that the highest maximum force capacity was obtained with natural 
rubber/cotton fabric (760 N), then natural rubber/hemp fabric (710 N), and then natural 
rubber/jute fabric (420 N).  These results demonstrate the ability to tune the adhesive 
force capacity by changing the fabric while maintaining the natural rubber adhesive layer.  
These trends in force capacity are consistent with our reversible adhesion scaling theory, 
~C CF G A C , as the compliance of the cotton and hemp fabrics were lower than the 
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jute fabrics (Table 3-1), while maintaining a constant GC and contact area, resulting in 
higher adhesive force capacities. 
 
Figure 3.5: Adhesive force capacity for three different 100 cm2 natural rubber/natural 
fiber fabric adhesive pads.  Each sample was tested five times and the columns represent 
the average (error bars are +/- standard deviation) and the maximum load is specified 
above each column. 
The adhesive force capacity of the 100% renewable adhesive pads also compares 
favorably with similar reversible adhesive pads composed of 100% synthetic materials.  
For example, the force capacity of a PDMS/nylon plain weave fabric adhesive pad is 350 
N while the natural rubber/hemp adhesive pad has a higher force capacity of 640 N 
(Figure 3.6).  This difference is largely due to the renewable adhesive pad’s lower 
compliance as compared to the synthetic adhesive pad.  This comparison shows that by 
switching to a material system which is composed entirely of renewable materials the 




Figure 3.6: Force versus extension plot comparing a synthetic adhesive pad 
(PDMS/nylon) to a renewable adhesive pad (Natural rubber/hemp).  Both adhesive pads 
have contact areas of 100 cm2. 
To demonstrate a hanging application where PSAs or other conventional fastening 
devices which require mating surfaces are ill suited, we use renewable adhesives as a 
support for portable solar panels to power a cell phone.  In this experiment a 100 cm2 
natural rubber/hemp adhesive pad functions as a reversible fastener allowing the solar 
panel to be hung by hand, removed easily, and reapplied on transparent surfaces to 
harvest sunlight (Figure 3.7).  This capability enables portable use of the solar panel 
providing a means to hang and easily release the solar panel throughout the many 
destinations of a typical day.  In addition to portable applications, this setup has been 
hung for over a week in a single location.  Following this longer experiment the adhesive 
pad was removed easily without any visible residue left on the surface, demonstrating 




Figure 3.7: A portable solar panel charges a cell phone while hanging by a 100 cm2 
renewable adhesive pad on a residential window. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In summary, high capacity, easy release characteristics were demonstrated using 
materials composed entirely of renewable components.  This design approach provides 
multiple routes to sustainability by utilizing materials which are renewable, reusable, and 
recyclable.  We further demonstrated that sustainable materials can be used in synergy 
with other “Green” bio-inspired technologies to generate increased functionality.  Further 
development of renewable elastic materials such as polyurethanes from castor or soybean 
oil based polyols integrated into stiff fabrics present future routes to high performance 
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materials.  We expect that these reversible adhesive materials will offer utility in a wide 
variety of uses where temporary fastening or hanging is required for consumer, industrial, 
or military application. 
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CHAPTER 4  
DESIGNING BIO-INSPIRED ADHESIVES FOR SHEAR LOADING: 
FROM SIMPLE STRUCTURES TO COMPLEX PATTERNS 
4.1 Introduction 
The gecko has inspired numerous synthetic adhesive structures, yet under shear 
loading conditions, general design criteria remains underdeveloped.  To provide guidance 
for bio-inspired adhesives under shear, we use a simple scaling theory to investigate the 
relevant geometric and material parameters.  The total compliance of an elastic 
attachment feature is described over many orders of magnitude in aspect ratio through a 
single continuous function, using the superposition of multiple deformation modes such 
as bending, shear deformation, and tensile elongation.  This allows for force capacity 
predictions of common geometric control parameters such as thickness, aspect ratio, and 
contact area.  We extend this superposition principal to develop criteria for patterned 
interfaces under shear loading.  Importantly, we find that adhesive patterns under shear 
are controlled through the compliance in the direction of loading.  These predictions are 
confirmed experimentally using macroscopic building blocks over an extensive range of 
aspect ratio and contact area.  Over 25 simple and complex patterns with various contact 
geometries are examined, and the effect of geometry and material properties on the shear 
adhesion behavior is discussed.  Furthermore, all of these various attachment features are 
described with a single scaling parameter, offering control over orders of magnitude in 




Many organisms found in nature, such as geckos and insects, possess arrays of 
fibrillar features on their feet.36,105 These stiff micro and nanoscale fibrillar features aid in 
the development of strong adhesive forces while still maintaining a low energy of release, 
two characteristics required for efficient locomotion.  Creating synthetic adhesives that 
have both strong attachment and easy release is attractive for many potential applications 
and has driven the design of several synthetic, bio-inspired adhesives.6,54,60,78 Most 
previous work has focused on normal or peel loading conditions where arguments for 
contact splitting, i.e. breaking an individual contact into numerous smaller contacts, have 
been developed.17,43,66,106 However, shear loading is employed by organisms during 
vertical climbing and commonly desired for bio-inspired adhesives, for which design 
criteria are much less developed.34 Importantly, the same contact splitting arguments for 
normal or peel loading cannot be directly applied under shear or other loading geometries 
as the energy balance at the adhesive interface is fundamentally related to the loading 
geometry.25 A robust, general design criteria, especially in the context of shear is 
required. 
The concept of contact splitting states that breaking a single contact into 
numerous finer subcontacts increases the adhesive pull off force.  This is achieved by 
mechanisms such as softening,46 an increase in contact line,43 and crack blunting,44,107 all 
of which can be described as a direct consequence of contact splitting.  For example, Arzt 
and co-workers have explained the benefit of an increased contact line through the 
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model of adhesion,24 where the pull-off force scales with 
a geometric length.43 If a single spherical JKR type contact of radius Ro is divided into an 
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equal area of N smaller contacts of radius R such that  oR R N= , the pull off force for 
simultaneous detachment will be increased by a factor of N .43 The basic Kendall peel 
model shows that under a 90° peel loading the force capacity will be proportional to the 
contact width, not the contact area.29 If a contact is broken into numerous smaller 
contacts the force capacity will increase as the N .17 Although these models are 
attractive, they are restrictive in the choice of geometry and cannot be simply extended to 
shear loading.108 
Adhesion under shear loading has been widely studied since the creation of 
polymeric adhesives.28,84 Much of the work in this area has focused on long, thin 
“structural” joints, where the shear stress decays exponentially from the front contact 
point.84  This results in the force capacity being independent of the joint’s length or 
contact area, scaling instead as a function of the width.29 In bio-inspired adhesives, long 
contact areas are often not made and the assumptions for long, thin “structural” joints are 
not necessarily appropriate.  Previous work in understanding bio-inspired adhesion under 
shear loading has focused on frictional behavior,109,110 the coupling between normal and 
shear adhesive forces,111–114 and peel arguments to describe adhesion.54,115,116 Enhanced 
friction has been demonstrated with fibrillar adhesives and has been attributed to 
increased contact area, through softening and side contact of fibrils, but predicting shear 
capacity has proved difficult.117 
4.2.1 Approach 
To understand the broad concepts of bio-inspired adhesion, a unifying 
relationship is required.  In Chapter 2 we introduced a scaling argument that was shown 
to provide a consistent understanding across a large range of length scales and geometries 
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for both natural and synthetic adhesive systems.87 However, a closer examination is 
required to determine the implications of these arguments in the general design of both 
fibrillar and smooth gecko-inspired adhesives.  In this chapter, we consider a range of 
adhesive geometries under shear loading, and provide criteria to control the force 
capacity. We show that superposition can be used to develop simple relationships which 
describe the deformation behavior over a wide range of sample geometries.  These 
compliance relationships can then be used to predict the adhesive force capacity through 
our scaling argument described below.  We show that in the limit of linear elasticity, 
superposition can also be used to extend the prediction of force capacity for patterned and 
complex geometries.  Finally, we finish with a discussion on the implications of these 
results and the scaling relationship in the context of stress and the scaling of adhesives for 
large and small applications. 
4.3 Experimental 
4.3.1 Material Fabrication 
Rectangular glass molds were made by fixing glass slides (Dow Corning) with 
cyanoacrylate adhesive (Loctite Super Glue) to a glass substrate.  Before assembly, the 
glass was cleaned with soap and water, dried with air, cleaned with acetone, and dried 
again with air.  Adhesives were fabricated by filling the molds with oligomeric PDMS 
and a curing agent (Dow Corning Sylgard 184) 10:1 ratio by mass.  A 1K plain weave 
carbon fiber fabric (Composite Envisions) was used as an adherend and placed on top of 
the uncured PDMS to allow for incorporation.  This was necessary for handling the thin 
adhesive layers, and also facilitated complete interfacial contact across the PDMS-glass 
interface.  An excess of fabric was used to clamp the adhesive into the testing apparatus.  
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The sample was then cured at 70°C for 14 hr.  Simple patterns are then created by 
mechanically cutting the adhesive material into discrete attachment pads.  Complex 
patterns consisting of individual PDMS building blocks were bonded together using Sil-
Poxy silicon adhesive (Smooth-On). 
4.3.2 Adhesion Characterization 
Shear adhesion experiments were performed with an Instron 5500R on clean glass 
in lap shear geometry at a displacement rate of 10 mm/min.  The adhesives were attached 
to the glass substrate taking care to ensure that the adhesive made complete contact with 
the glass. The fabric tether was then attached to the load cell.  Displacement and force 
were measured throughout the experiment as seen in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Attachment features for shear loading.  (a) Schematics of attachment features 
consisting of an adhesive layer supported with an adherend with (i) low and (ii) high 
aspect ratios, (t/h), where t is the thickness, h is height, and b is width.  After attachment 
to a glass substrate through a contact area, A (where A=bh), a shear force F is applied 
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until adhesive force capacity, FC, is reached.  (b) Experimental data showing a typical 
force versus displacement plot during a shear adhesion experiment for a block and a post. 
The compliance, C, is the inverse of the slope of the loading curve and upon reaching a 
critical force capacity, FC, the interface fails.  Used with permission: Adv. Funct. Mater. 
2012.104 
4.4 Design Parameters 
4.4.1 Adhesive Scaling Theory 
To develop a general understanding of bio-inspired adhesion, we follow a 
classical fracture mechanics approach;23 however, we impose key assumptions 
appropriate for natural and bio-inspired adhesives to develop a simple scaling theory for 
adhesive force capacity.87  In its most simplified form, the fracture mechanics approach 
relates the energy stored in loading an adhesive interface with the interfacial energy and 
loss incurred during separation.  We consider that an adhesive joint with interfacial area 
(A) loaded through a force (F) will separate in an unstable manner upon reaching a 
critical force (FC).  The stored elastic energy ( 2EU F C∝ , where C  is the system 
compliance) will be recovered primarily in the form of breaking and forming new surface 
contacts characterized by the energy US or its areal derivative, ∂US/∂A=-∂UE/∂A=GC, 
where GC is set by the materials comprising the interface.  Within this framework, a 




  (4.1) 
Equation (4.1) is independent of any geometric or loading details; hence it provides a 
framework to understand the performance of reversible adhesive systems over a range of 
geometries and size scales.  We note that although many materials are not ideally elastic, 
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Equation (4.1) is generally applicable to all materials as long as any viscoelastic losses 
are confined to small-scale regions near the interface, such has been shown for many 
acrylate, urethane, and siloxane-based polymer networks using a JKR analysis.10,23,118–120 
4.4.2 Attachment Feature Geometry 
To design bio-inspired adhesives which adhere to a wide variety of surfaces the 
interface should primarily rely upon non-specific van der Waals interactions, as observed 
in natural gecko setae.37  This constraint renders GC an ineffective control parameter.  
Instead, reversible adhesion is dictated by the geometry of the contact, represented by A 
and C, which will be the focus of this discussion.  For specific geometry and materials, 
more detailed relationships for A and C can be substituted into Equation (4.1).  Consider 
a single, bio-inspired attachment feature composed of an adhesive layer with shear 
modulus μ bound to an adherend with elastic modulus E.  The attachment feature has a 
thickness t and area of contact with the substrate bh, where b and h represent the width 
and height respectively, as seen in Figure 4.1. 
For a long and thin attachment feature (i.e. a large h and small t) conventionally 
termed a “structural” lap shear joint, the crack propagation behavior has been studied by 
Kendall.28  In his analysis, the majority of the strain energy is stored in the adherend, and 
consequently, the strain energy in the adhesive layer is ignored during the fracture 
analysis and only contributes to the surface energy.  In this case, tensile elongation in the 
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For thicker adhesive layers, the deformation will shift from the adherend to the 
adhesive layer, and the relevant strain energy for crack propagation will be developed in 
the adhesive layer. A low aspect ratio (t/h) attachment feature will deform through a 
shear extension with: 
 F bh
t
µ∆=   (4.5) 
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 (4.6) 
For simplicity, we will refer to this as the block geometry. 
Attachment features with large aspect ratio, (t/h), the applied shear force will 
deform the material through bending rather than shearing.  In the case of negligible 
shearing, the feature will bend as a cantilever, such that: 
 3 9F It
µ∆=   (4.7) 
assuming a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 and I is the beams second moment of the area for a 
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 (4.9) 
We will refer to this geometry as the post geometry.  We note that a cylindrical 
post or other cross sections are also used in current generation materials, but this only 
changes numerical prefactors in compliance and not the scaling. 
4.5 Results and Discussion 
4.5.1 Attachment Feature Compliance 
To understand the critical adhesive force as a function of geometric parameters 
such as thickness and contact area, we create various attachment features with aspect 
ratios ranging from 0.01 to 17.5, and measure the compliance as a function of aspect 
ratio.  The size and geometry were varied over a wide range as seen in Table 4-1. 
0.7 mm < thickness (t) < 75 mm 
7.0 mm < width (b) < 152 mm 
3.5 mm < height (h) < 86 mm 
0.01 < aspect ratio (t/h) < 17.5 
Table 4-1: Range of the attachment feature size investigated. 
The compliance of a structural lap joint is inversely proportional to aspect ratio (Equation 
(4.4)), a block geometry is linearly proportional to aspect ratio (Equation (4.6)), and a 
post scales to the third power (Equation (4.9)).  A plot of Cb versus aspect ratio (t/h) is 
given in Figure 4.2. 
We find good agreement, as seen in Figure 4.2, when comparing Equations (4.4)-
(4.9) to the experimental data and use these relations to understand the transition regions 
as the attachment feature goes from one primary deformation mode to another.  Near 
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these transition regions, the data deviates from the compliance predictions of Equations 
(4.4)-(4.9), as the deformation is no longer due to a single deformation, but instead 
deforms in a mixed mode.121  For the case of the lower transition, the feature shifts from 
tensile elongation to shear deformation.  To calculate when this transition occurs we 
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Therefore we expect a transition near an aspect ratio of Eµ .  For our system, 
this occurs at an aspect ratio on the order of 1 10000 , or 0.01.  It is noted that this 
transition depends on the material system.  To describe the upper transition which occurs 
as shear deformations change to post-like bending, we equate the compliances of the 
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 We would expect a transition at an aspect ratio of 3 4 , or approximately 0.87.  
In contrast to the structural joint to block transition, this transition does not depend on 
material properties, and is therefore independent of the material system. 
To describe the compliance in a unified manner through all of these different 
transitions, we use the principle of superposition, such that the total deformation of the 
attachment feature can be treated as a sum of the displacements of the various 
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 (4.14) 
It can be seen that Equation (4.14) describes the structural joint, block and post 




Figure 4.2: A log-log plot of Cb versus aspect ratio for shear loading.  The various 
symbol types represent different samples and the dashed lines show a slope of -1, 1 and 3, 
expected for a structural joint, block and post respectively. The solid red line is Equation 
(4.14), which describes all of the experimental data, and is fit with a shear modulus 
μ=0.45 MPa (E=1.36 MPa). 
Figure 4.3 shows a dimensionless plot of Cbμ versus aspect ratio for various 
Eµ  ratios.  The upper transition point between the block and post is independent of 
material properties, while the lower transition from a structural joint to a block depends 




Figure 4.3: Dimensionless plot of Cbμ versus aspect ratio for different shear moduli of 
the adhesive layer, μ, and elastic moduli of the backing layer, E.  The upper transition 
point between the block and post is independent of material properties and occurs at an 
aspect ratio of 3 4 , while the lower transition from a structural joint to a block depends 
on the ratio of the material parameters μ and E. 
Equation (4.14) can be used to describe a wide range of aspect ratios, but for the 
remainder of the chapter we will only be concerned with aspect ratios greater than the 
lower transition from a structural extension to a sheared block.  Thus, for convenience we 
drop the third extensional term in Equation (4.14) for investigating the relationship 
between FC and attachment feature geometry. 
4.5.2 Adhesive Force Capacity Criteria 
The force capacity of an interface depends on the compliance as described in 
Equation (4.1).  When the compliance of a block or a post is substituted into Equation 
(4.1), the critical force scales as 1 2~CF t
−  and 3 2~CF t
−  respectively.  To examine this 
scaling, we keep the contact area constant and vary the thickness.  As seen in Figure 4.4 
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both data sets corresponding to two different interfacial areas follow a 1 2−  dependence 
at low thickness and a 3 2−  dependence at large thickness.  At intermediate thickness, a 
transition from a 1 2−  dependence to a 3 2−  dependence is observed as the thickness 
increases. This is consistent with a block to post transition as observed in the compliance 
data.   We can similarly add the compliance of a block and a post together and substitute 
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 (4.15) 
This equation describes the data in Figure 4.4 well. 
 
Figure 4.4: Log-log plot of force capacity versus thickness for two different contact areas.  
The dotted and dashed lines represent the predicted scaling of thickness as seen in 
Equation (4.15), where in our experiment μ=0.45 MPa and GC=3 N/m, and the solid lines 
are guides to the eye. 
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As the two geometries had different contact areas, FC was always larger for the 
larger contact area at a constant thickness.  To collapse the data onto a single line, the 
contacting width and height must be taken into account.  Rearranging Equation (4.15), FC 
scales with aspect ratio as: 
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 (4.16) 
By plotting 1 2/CF bh vs. aspect ratio (t/h) the data collapses into a single curve in 
Figure 4.5 for a given material.  This result shows that although contact area was kept 
constant the force changed, demonstrating that the adhesive stress capacity was not 
constant, and that FC depends on contact area in a more complicated manner. 
 
Figure 4.5: Log-log plot of normalized force capacity, FC/bh1/2 versus aspect ratio (t/h).  
The dotted line represents Equation (4.16), which collapses the data from Figure 4.4 onto 
a single line. 
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Equations (4.15) and (4.16) both demonstrate, and our experiments confirm, that 
features with a lower thickness or aspect ratio maximize adhesive force capacities.  
However, it must be noted that Equations (4.15) and (4.16) both assume intimate contact 
and the experiments were conducted on a smooth glass substrate.  If the attachment 
substrate is rough, then increased compliance normal to the substrate is required to 
increase A.46,81 This can be achieved by creating taller features with higher aspect ratios, 
or decreasing the elastic modulus.  In the context of Equation (4.1), strategies such as 
tilting fibrillar features and using appropriate backing layers,54,55,87,122–125 as demonstrated 
in the complex anatomy of a gecko’s toepad,34,126 must be used to increase A while 
maintaining a low compliance in the loading direction to increase the adhesive force 
capacity. 
As demonstrated in the previous section FC is not necessarily constant for a fixed 
contact area but depends on the sample thickness.  To investigate the FC dependence on 
the contact area at constant thickness three samples are used (t= 1.2 mm, t= 1.6 mm, t= 
50.0 mm) while varying the contact area through changing the contact height.  The aspect 
ratio of the thinner samples is maintained in the block regime (t=1.2 mm- 0.01<t/h<0.24, 
t=1.6 mm- 0.05<t/h<0.29) and the aspect ratio of the thicker sample is in the post regime 
(t=50 mm- 1.3<t/h<5.7).  Substituting the compliance of a block into Equation (4.1), we 
see that force scales with area, ~ ~CF bh A ; whereas for a post, FC does not scale with A, 
but as 2~CF bh .  In Figure 4.6, we plot FC/b vs. h for the samples, illustrating that the 
block and post data scale to the first and second power respectively, as predicted.  
Interestingly, this demonstrates that normalizing by area to calculate a stress is not always 




Figure 4.6: Log-log plot of force capacity over width versus height for two different 
thicknesses.  The filled circles are fit to the first power demonstrating block scaling while 
the open triangles are fit to the second power demonstrating post scaling; (open circles- 
t=1.2 mm, 0.01<t/h<0.24, filled circles- t=1.6 mm, 0.05<t/h<0.29, open triangles- t=50 
mm, 1.3<t/h<5.7) 
We do note that as the contact height (h) continues to increase in the block regime 
the force will not always scale as ~ ~CF bh A .  Once the joint becomes longer than the 
shear stress decay length,84 the entire length of the joint will not be loaded.  This results 
in the force capacity being independent of the joint’s length or contact area, scaling 
instead as a function of the width ( ~CF b ).
29 
4.5.3 Patterned Shear Adhesion 
With a clear description of individual features, we can develop force capacity 
criteria for arrays of individual features or patterns, a simple example is illustrated in 
Figure 4.7.  An understanding of patterns under normal and peel adhesion has been 
developed previously.17,41,43,106 However, the influence of patterns on the adhesive 




Figure 4.7: Patterned interface under shear loading, showing multiple adhesive contacts 
simultaneously loaded. 
In the same way that the compliances of an ensemble of springs add together to 
provide a total compliance, we add the compliance values of individual attachment 
features to understand how patterns control shear adhesion.  If the attachment features are 
arranged so that they undergo the same displacement, then the compliances add in 
parallel; if they are arranged so that the total displacement is a summation of individual 
displacements then the compliances add in series.  For example, in a hierarchical 
attachment feature each level will be added together in series, but the individual features 
in each level are added in parallel.  To examine the effects of patterns, we create an array 
of nine identical macroscopic PDMS contacts as seen in Figure 4.8a.  We measure the 
force vs. displacement behavior as a function of the number of contacts and observe that 





Figure 4.8: Testing a patterned interface under shear loading.  (a) Image of the identical 
PDMS attachment features.  (b) Force versus displacement plot for the identical 
attachment features in (a), ranging from one to nine contacts. 
To describe this behavior we consider the simplest case of a single level of non-
interacting, identical features attached to a substrate, the compliances add inversely as 
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Where Ci is the compliance of an individual feature and N is the number features.  
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In this case, the total force capacity is proportional to the number of attachment 
features: 
 ( )~ ~C i C iC
i i
G A N G AF N
C N C
 (4.19) 
Using the data from Figure 4.8 we verify Equations (4.17) and (4.19) in Figure 
4.9, where it is shown that the compliance scales as 1/N and FC is proportional to the 
number of contacts.  This demonstrates the ability to predict both the compliance, and in 
turn, FC of a simply patterned interface by considering the total compliance and contact 
area.  It should also be noted that as the number of contacting elements increases the load 
sharing and collective fracture of the elements becomes more difficult.  This is seen in the 
force vs. displacement plot in Figure 4.8b, by observing some shouldering after FC in the 
curves with eight or nine attachment features.  The difficulty of load sharing is a 
challenge in the patterned interfaces used in bio-inspired designs, especially at large 





Figure 4.9: Plot of force capacity and compliance versus the number of attachment 
features.  (left y-axis) Force capacity versus the number of attachment features showing 
the linear relationship predicted by Equation (4.19). (right y-axis) Compliance versus the 
number of attachment features showing the 1/N relationship predicted by Equation (4.17). 
We create more complex hierarchical structures, such as a post between two 
blocks (Figure 4.10(12)), multiple posts arranged orthogonal to a single post (Figure 
4.10(16)), or even setal like features (Figure 4.10(1)) consisting on an angled “setal” shaft 
with multiple terminal contacts.  In these cases, the force capacity will not be 
proportional to the number of contacts, as each contact is unique, and may add to the 
compliance in series or in parallel.  Instead, the compliance of each individual feature is 
measured, and then added together to obtain a total compliance and the contact area is 
only the area which is in contact with the substrate.  In this case, features in the same 
hierarchical level are added in parallel, and different hierarchical levels are added 
serially.  In Figure 4.10, a plot of the theoretical force capacity vs. the measured force 
capacity shows that the data generally lies along a y=x line, showing direct correlation 






Figure 4.10: Plot of theoretical force capacity versus measured force capacity for 
complex patterns.  The solid red line is a y=x line showing agreement between the 
predicted and measured force capacities.  The data points in the plot are numbered and 
correspond to the complex pattern found in the table.  Patterns 2-6 are setal like 
attachment features as seen in pattern 1, however only the geometry near the interface is 
presented for clarity.  Used with permission: Adv. Funct. Mater. 2012.104 
4.5.4 Connecting blocks, posts and patterns 
We have shown how the adhesive force capacity depends on geometric 
parameters such as thickness, aspect ratio, and contact area. We extend this 
understanding to multiple attachment features to develop criteria for patterned interfaces 
under shear loading.  However, to describe these various attachment features in a single 
general equation, we revisit Equation (4.1), which states that the force capacity of a 
reversibly adhesive interface should scale as the A C .  We use this scaling parameter to 
describe all of the various geometries, including the blocks, posts, and patterns, by 
plotting FC vs. A C , as seen in Figure 4.11.  The A C scaling parameter collapses all 
the various geometries onto a single line, and functions over orders of magnitude in force 
capacity.  As this scaling parameter takes into account the contacting compliance and 
contact area it allows for various contacting geometries to be described, including 
patterned and non-patterned interfaces.  This is in contrast to scaling adhesive force 
through the use of stress, (force per area) which we have shown to not be appropriate for 
many contacting geometries. Furthermore, using stress as a metric for scaling adhesion 
assumes that a small contacting area will behave identically to a large contacting area.  
This is often not the case because creating contact over increasingly larger contact areas 
is problematic and load sharing across the adhesive interface is not always constant.  
Scaling adhesion through the A C ratio provides a general descriptor for adhesion across 
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many contacting geometries and length scales.  One loading geometry where the scaling 
may not work is in the long peel joint.  Once the joint becomes longer than the shear 
stress decay length,84 the entire length of the joint will not be loaded and the condition 
that the interface separates in an unstable manner upon reaching a critical force will not 
be obtained.  In this case, conventional peel models provide guidance and demonstrate 
that ~CF b .
29  However, in the context of bio-inspired adhesives long contact areas are 
often not made, and the scaling analysis presented in this chapter will describe the 
adhesive force capacity. 
 
Figure 4.11: Plot of force capacity (FC) versus A C for all of the attachment features 
tested under shear loading.  This plot includes blocks, posts, and the patterned interfaces 





We have provided design criteria for bio-inspired adhesives under shear loading, 
demonstrating a robust, general design relationship between geometry and force capacity.  
Importantly, we illustrate that a single equation can be used to describe the deformation 
behavior of an attachment feature over a wide range of aspect ratios.  The dependence of 
maximum force capacity on thickness, aspect ratio, as well as contact area have been 
predicted and experimentally confirmed.  By extending this concept to shear adhesion of 
patterned geometries, the adhesive force capacity of various designs can be predicted by 
adding the compliance and contact areas of multiple attachment features.  In addition, we 
have successfully used the A C ratio to describe the force capacity of a wide variety of 
attachment features, emphasizing that maximum force capacity is achieved with features 
that have sufficient compliance normal to an interface to maximize A while minimizing 
C, the compliance, in the direction of loading.  The simple guidelines presented in this 
work lend a clear method for material design and evaluation, offering a fundamental 
framework in efficiently creating bio-inspired adhesive materials for a variety of 
applications. 
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CHAPTER 5  
SCALING NORMAL ADHESION FORCE CAPACITY WITH A 
GENERALIZED PARAMETER 
5.1 Introduction 
The adhesive response of a rigid flat cylindrical indenter in contact with a 
compliant elastic layer of varying confinement is investigated experimentally and 
described analytically (Figure 5.1).  Using a soft elastic gel with substrate thickness, t, 
and indenter radius, a, 28 unique combinations of the confinement parameter, a/t, are 
examined over a range of 0.016 < a/t < 7.2.  Continuous force capacity predictions as a 
function of a/t and material properties are provided through a scaling theory and are 
found to agree well with the experimental data.  We further collapse all of the data over 
orders of magnitude in adhesive force capacity onto a single line described by a 
generalized reversible adhesion scaling parameter, A/C, where A is the contact area and C 
is the compliance.  As the scaling analysis does not assume a specific separation 
mechanism the adhesive force capacity is well described during both axisymmetric edge 
separation and during interfacial fingering and cavitation instabilities.  We discuss how 
the geometry of the contact, specifically increasing the degree of confinement, allows 
reversible adhesive materials to be designed that are not “sticky” or “tacky”, yet can be 




Figure 5.1: Normal adhesion experimental schematic and plot.  (a) Schematic of a 
cylindrical punch of radius a in contact with a soft substrate of thickness t. (b) 
Experimental data showing a typical force versus displacement plot (a = 0.75 mm, t = 3.2 
mm), negative force values are compressive and positive are tensile. The compliance, C, 
is the inverse of the slope of the curve from the maximal compressive preload to 75% of 
the maximal tensile load, and upon reaching a critical adhesive force capacity, FC, the 
interface fails. 
5.2 Background 
The adherence of a flat punch to a soft, thin layer is important in many different 
fields across a wide range of length scales, such as the adhesion of barnacles to ship hulls, 
pressure sensitive adhesives and micro contact printing .7,128–132  The mechanical and 
adhesive response of materials of finite thickness are not only dependent on material 
properties, but can also strongly depend on the geometry of the contact.  Specifically, as 
the punch radius, a, becomes commensurate or larger than the soft layer thickness, t, the 
system becomes laterally constrained and behaves mechanically different than a bulk 
sample.  The degree of this constraint is described by the dimensionless a/t confinement 
parameter.  The importance of the a/t ratio has been demonstrated in numerous adhesive 
systems, from soft planar layers to gecko-inspired fibrillar systems, and can have a 
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dramatic affect on adhesive performance.133–136  It has also been shown to modify the 
stress distribution under the rigid punch, which can significantly change the deformation 
behavior and debonding mechanisms of the compliant layer.14,137,138  Most mechanical or 
adhesive predictions of these interfaces have focused discretely on either non-confined or 
highly confined systems24,25,139–142 or on the observed debonding morphologies such as 
interfacial or bulk cavitation and fingering instabilities.14,135,143–146  These analyses have 
generally focused on debonding mechanisms related to energy dissipation and the energy 
release rate.  This has provided critical insight into the design of viscoelastic, pressure 
sensitive adhesives, where the separation energy is a primary descriptor of performance.  
In the context of elastic, reversible adhesive systems, where significant energy dissipation 
and specific interfacial chemistries are not a strongly tunable parameter, performance is 
described by the force required to separate the interface. 
Previously, Kendall used a fracture mechanics energy balance to determine the 
adhesive force capacity, FC, of a rigid cylindrical punch adhered to an elastic layer in two 
extremes.25  The first for a compliant layer of infinite thickness where FC is independent 
of t and scales as a3/2, and the second in a highly confined regime where FC scales as 
a2/t1/2.  More detailed theoretical analyses have been performed by Yang and Li, but 
again analytical FC predictions were only provided for unconfined or highly confined 
layers.141  These works demonstrated that FC is very sensitive to lateral constraints, where 
drastically different behavior is observed for extreme values of a/t.  However, predictions 
and experimental investigation of compliance and adhesive force capacity across a wide, 




In this chapter we utilize an elastic, reversibly adhesive swollen gel and 
investigate the mechanical and adhesive behavior by varying the radius of the rigid punch 
indenter and substrate thickness.  To describe the adhesive force capacity, we use our 
recently developed scaling argument, which has been shown to provide a consistent 
understanding in reversible adhesive systems.87,104  Within this framework, we predict the 
contact compliance and adhesive force capacity over orders of magnitude in the a/t ratio 
through a continuous function.  The implications of these results are discussed in the 
context of material testing and adhesive design. The adhesive force capacity data is then 
collapsed onto a single line described by our reversible adhesion scaling parameter.  This 
analysis demonstrates the versatility of this scaling relationship to describe adhesive force 
capacity under normal loading conditions in confined systems through a wide range of 
contact sizes and geometries. 
5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Material Fabrication 
A highly elastic, thermoreversible gel consisting of a poly(methyl methacrylate)-
poly(n-butyl acrylate)-poly(methyl methacrylate) [PMMA-PnBA-PMMA] triblock 
copolymer swollen with 2-ethylhexanol is used as the compliant substrate.  The triblock 
copolymer was kindly provided by Kuraray Co. Ltd, where the PMMA end-blocks have a 
molecular weight of 25 000 g mol-1 and the PnBA midblock have a molecular weight of 
116 000 g mol-1.  To fabricate the substrate a 15 wt% solution of the triblock is dissolved 
at a temperature of 60°C for two hours.  At this temperature the PMMA and PnBA blocks 
are both soluble in the solvent.  The solution is then cast into glass molds of controlled 
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depth on a hot plate, which is then moved onto a level surface to cool to room 
temperature (~20°C).  Upon cooling the PMMA endblocks become insoluble, forming 
micelles which are physically linked by the PnBA midblocks.139,147  The thickness of the 
compliant substrate is measured by bringing a probe attached to a nanopositioner into 
contact with the surface while monitoring the displacement from the supporting substrate. 
5.3.2 Adhesion Characterization 
The adhesion force-displacement relationships between the compliant substrate 
and rigid punch were measured using a custom built contact adhesion instrument and an 
Instron 5500R.  The contact adhesion instrument consists of a rigid cylindrical punch 
attached to a load cell which is connected to a piezo-controlled linear actuator (Burleigh 
Inchworm nanopositioner) all of which is mounted over an inverted microscope (Zeiss 
Axiovert 200M), as seen in Figure 5.2.148  The compliant substrate is positioned between 
the microscope and rigid punch.  The rigid punches were fabricated from hardened steel 
rods (McMaster-Carr), which were cut and planarized with a grinding wheel and 
subsequently smoothed with polishing paper.  Seven different sized punches with radii 
from 0.17-3.83 mm and four substrate thicknesses (0.53 mm, 1.4 mm, 3.2 mm, 10.6 mm) 
were used for testing.  For highly confined systems, the substrate stiffness increases 
rapidly and the adhesion measurements were performed on an Instron 5500R to ensure 
the instrument stiffness was at least 9x the substrate stiffness.  Both instruments utilized a 





Figure 5.2: Force versus time plot and contact images during a normal adhesion 
experiment.  (a)  The experimental setup and (b) resulting force versus time plot and 
contact images during an experiment (scale bar = 500 μm), which show the punch obtains 
full contact and upon reaching FC the interface separates radially inward (a = 0.75 mm, t 
= 3.2 mm). 
The adhesion experiments were performed by bringing the punch into contact 
with the substrate at a displacement rate of 25 μm/s until a maximum compressive 
preload, and then retracted until complete separation occurred.  Depending on the punch 
radius, the compressive preload ranged from 0.1-2.6 mN, while maintaining a preload to 
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punch radius ratio of ~0.65 mN/mm.  Force, displacement, and contact area images were 
continuously monitored and collected throughout the experiments with a custom 
computer program (National Instruments Labview).  Each experiment was cycled at the 
same location on the substrate five times and was then analyzed with custom MATLAB 
code to measure compliance and force capacity.  As previously reported, these gels are 
elastic, incompressible, and the critical strain energy release rate is relatively insensitive 
to crack velocity.139 Our results are consistent with this previous work as adhesive force 
capacity was found to be independent of compressive preload and displacement rate for 
the range examined (Figure 5.3). 
 
Figure 5.3: Plot of force capacity versus compressive preload and displacement rate.  (a) 
Force capacity versus compressive preload force for a = 1.98 mm, t = 3.2 mm, 
demonstrating that varying the preload force by a factor of 17 results in less than a 5% 
spread in the force capacity. (b) Force capacity versus displacement rate for a = 3.17 mm, 
t = 3.2 mm, demonstrating that varying the displacement rate by a factor of 25 results in 
less than a 5% spread in the force capacity.  These plots demonstrate that force capacity 




5.4 Results and Discussion 
To describe the force capacity for a rigid cylindrical punch adhered to an elastic 
layer, we apply our previously developed adhesion scaling theory.87,104  We consider that 
an adhesive joint of contact area (A) loaded through a force (F) will completely separate 
upon reaching a critical force capacity (FC).  The elastic energy stored at the interface is 
primarily recovered by breaking and forming new surface contacts, such that inelastic 





  (5.1) 
where C is the compliance in the loading direction and GC is the critical strain energy 
release rate, which is set by the interfacial materials.  As the derivation of this 
relationship did not assume a specific loading condition, geometry, or contact size, it 
serves as a general descriptor for reversible adhesive systems.  Equation (5.1) will be the 
foundation for our investigation of reversible adhesion under normal loading conditions, 
where the force capacity will be described as a function of the a/t confinement parameter 
and more generally as the A/C scaling parameter. 
5.4.1 Contact Compliance 
To investigate contact compliance and adhesive force capacity seven different 
punch radii ranging from 0.17-3.83 mm were evaluated on four different substrate 
thicknesses, providing 28 unique a/t combinations over a range of 0.016 < a/t < 7.2.  
During the experiments, the punch was brought into contact with the substrate until a 
programmed maximum compressive preload and then retracted until complete separation 
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occurred.  The compliance was calculated from the experimental data by taking the 
inverse of the slope from the maximum compressive preload to 0.75FC, where FC was 
taken as the maximum tensile force. 
Figure 5.5 shows representative data, where C and FC both vary when the contact 
radius a is changed while maintaining a constant thickness t.   
 
Figure 5.4: Experimental data showing a force versus displacement plot for various 
punch radii at a constant substrate thickness of 3.2 mm.  The plot demonstrates a decrease 
in compliance and increase in force capacity as the punch radii is increased. 
To specifically describe the compliance of a rigid, circular punch in contact with a soft, 
incompressible substrate of elastic modulus E, Shull et al. has shown a semi-empirical 
model:21 
 




  = + +  
   
  (5.2) 
The relationship shows that at low degrees of confinement the contribution from 
the a/t terms will be minimal, and the compliance reduces to a function of the material’s 
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elastic modulus and the contact radius, independent of thickness.  As the degree of 
confinement increases, the compliance decreases and becomes a function of the 
confinement parameter.  To investigate the deformation dependence on confinement we 
plot Ca versus a/t as seen in Figure 5.5.  Qualitatively, we see that at low degrees of 
confinement the compliance behavior is independent of the a/t ratio; however as 
confinement is increased, the compliance begins to decrease and then decreases more 
rapidly as a/t is further increased.  This behavior is quantitatively captured by Equation 
(5.2), which provides a continuous prediction of the compliance of the contact.  This data 
is fit with an elastic modulus of E = 10 kPa, which agrees with previously reported values 
of the triblock gel.137 
 
Figure 5.5: Log-log plot of Ca versus the confinement parameter a/t.  The solid line 
represents the predicted scaling as in Equation (5.2), with E = 10 kPa, for various punch 
radii and substrate thicknesses.  The dashed lines are guides to the eye. 
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5.4.2 Force Capacity Predications as a Function of a/t 
To generate force capacity predictions as a function of specific geometric 
parameters, detailed expressions for A and C are substituted into Equation (5.1).  Upon 
substitution of compliance in Equation (5.2) into Equation (5.1) with a projected contact 
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By plotting FC/a3/2 versus a/t we see that Equation (5.4) agrees with the 
experimental data as shown in Figure 5.6a.  The equation demonstrates and our data 
confirms that for low values of a/t the adhesive force capacity is largely independent of 
substrate thickness or confinement.  As the adhesive layer becomes confined, FC 
increases as the a/t ratio increases.  In the limits of unconfined and highly confined 
systems, Equation (5.4) scales with a and t as previously described by Kendall and Li 
respectively.25,141  In our experiments the contact failed through axisymmetric radial 
crack growth (a/t < 2.2); however, as confinement increased, crack growth became 
irregular (a/t > 2.2) and fingering instabilities were observed (a/t > 3.7).  We note that at 
the highest degrees of confinement the theory is slightly overestimating the experimental 
data.  This small difference in the predictions by Equation (5.4) may be attributed to the 
emergence of interfacial fingering and cavitation instabilities (Figure 5.6b), which 
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increase the contact compliance during separation and violate the circular contact 
geometry assumed in Equation (5.2).139  We anticipate that these instabilities may 
influence the details of the force capacity predictions in Equation (5.4), but we expect FC 
to increase as confinement is increased. 
 
Figure 5.6: Force capacity predictions and contact images.  (a) Linear-log plot of 
normalized force capacity versus the confinement parameter a/t, where the solid line 
represents Equation (5.4), with E = 10 kPa and GC = 0.05 J/m2. (b) Contact images of the 
separation morphologies observed directly after FC is achieved on the t = 0.53 mm 
substrate for all of the punches, with increasing punch radii from left to right, and 
confinement ratios ranging from 0.3 < a/t < 7.2 (scale bar = 2 mm). 
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5.4.3 Adhesive Design Through Control of Confinement 
Equation (5.4) has important implications for both material testing and design.  It 
demonstrates the need to know and control the a/t ratio during materials evaluation, 
where a small change in thickness for a given punch radius can have a dramatic effect on 
the measured adhesive performance.  It also shows that adhesion can be enhanced, or a 
greater force capacity for a given contact radius, by reducing the compliant layer 
thickness  This type of design could be used to make the force capacity of inherently 
‘weak’ adhesive materials with low GC values, equal or greater than ‘strong’ adhesive 
materials with high GC values.  Consider a ‘weak’ adhesive with a force capacity FCW, 
low critical energy release rate of GCW and confinement (a/t)W and a ‘strong’ adhesive 
with FCS, GCS and (a/t)S.  To find the point where the force capacities are equal, we 
rearrange Equation (5.4) and set FCS=FCW: 
 
3 3
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For equal punch radii and elastic modulus of these two materials and solving in terms of 
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  (5.8) 
This equation demonstrates that the force capacity for a ‘weaker’ adhesive can be equal 
to an inherently stronger adhesive by increasing x for a given relative adhesive energy.  
We explore this possibility by plotting CS CWG G versus ( ) ( )W Sa t a t to create a design 
map, as seen in Figure 5.7.  In this map, Equation (5.8) is plotted with (a/t)S = 1 and 
represents the line where equal force capacities for the ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ adhesives are 
obtained by changing the relative degree of confinement on the x-axis.  Above this line 
FCW < FCS, where the ‘strong’ adhesive has a higher force capacity which is dominated by 
material properties, while below the line FCW > FCS, and the ‘weak’ adhesive has a higher 
force capacity due to the geometric confinement of the interface.  For example, consider a 
‘weak’ adhesive with a low energy of release of GCW = 0.1 J/m2; Equation (5.8) shows 
that this material can have the same or greater force capacity as a ‘strong’ adhesive with 
GCS = 10 J/m2 and (a/t)S = 1, if the confinement of the ‘weak’ adhesive is (a/t)W ≥ 6.5.  
This map demonstrates the importance of contact geometry and can be utilized to 
increase adhesive performance when designing for reversible or repeated use, adhering to 





Figure 5.7: Adhesion design map.  The plot shows an adhesion design map of the relative 
adhesion energy versus relative confinement for a ‘weak‘ adhesive with low critical 
energy release rate (GCW) and confinement (a/t)W and a ‘strong‘ adhesive with a high 
critical energy release rate (GCS) and confinement (a/t)S, where Equation (5.8) is plotted 
with (a/t)S = 1 and represents the FCW = FCS line.  Above this line FCW < FCS and the 
‘strong’ adhesive has a higher force capacity which is dominated by material properties.  
Below the line, FCW > FCS and the ‘weak’ adhesive achieves a higher force capacity, even 
with a lower adhesion energy, due to the geometric confinement of the interface. 




Figure 5.8: Adhesion design map for different values of (a/t)S.  The plots show adhesion 
design maps of the relative adhesion energy versus relative confinement for a ‘weak‘ 
adhesive with a low critical energy release rate (GCW) and confinement (a/t)W and a 
‘strong‘ adhesive with a high critical energy release rate (GCS) and confinement (a/t)S, for 
different values of (a/t)S. 
Figure 5.8 demonstrates that as the initial degree of confinement increases for the 
‘strong‘ adhesive the relative confinement increase of the ‘weak‘ adhesive to have the 
same force capacity decreases dramatically. 
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5.4.4 Force Capacity Predications as a Function of A/C 
To describe adhesive force capacity as a function of confinement in a more 
general context, we return to Equation (5.1) which states that FC scales as A C , where 
A is the projected contact area of the rigid cylindrical punch and C is the measured 
compliance.  We apply this parameter to our experimental data for all of the contact radii 
and substrate thicknesses investigated and find good agreement by plotting FC versus
A C , as seen in Figure 5.9.  The scaling parameter collapses all of these data onto a 
single line over orders of magnitude in adhesive force capacity.  The line is plotted with a 
GC value of 0.05 J/m2, which is in good agreement with previously reported values.139,147  
Importantly, as Equation (5.1) does not assume a specific separation mechanism or form 
for the compliance, the adhesive force capacity is well described during axisymmetric 
edge separation and for interfacial fingering and cavitation instabilities.  This generality 
provides opportunities to investigate unusual contact geometries and separation 
mechanisms.  Additionally, the change in stress distribution under a rigid indenter as 
confinement is increased does not influence the prediction from the A/C scaling 
parameter.  This understanding provides a continuous prediction of force capacity over a 
wide range of a/t confinement ratios through experimentally measured parameters. 
It should be noted that when determining the value for GC prefactors in Equation 




=   (5.9) 
When plotting Equation (5.1) in Figure 5.9 the equation has the form: 
 by mx=   (5.10) 
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In this context b=1 and 2 Cm G=  , therefore
2
2C
mG = . 
 
Figure 5.9: Log-log plot of force capacity, FC, versus A C  for all of the tested 
geometries under normal loading.  A is the projected contact area of the rigid cylindrical 
punch and C is the measured compliance.  The data collapses onto the solid line 
described by Equation (5.1) through the A/C scaling parameter, with GC = 0.05 J/m2. 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we present a continuous and robust understanding of the 
compliance and adhesive force capacity of a model elastic layer with varying levels of 
confinement.  This study shows that: 
• Compliance and force capacity are both insensitive to confinement at low a/t 
ratios, but depend strongly on a/t as confinement is increased.  This behavior is 
consistent with previous reports, but the predicted continuity between low and 
high a/t ratios by Equation (5.2) and (5.4) has not been previously demonstrated. 
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• Controlling the a/t ratio during material testing is crucial as a small change can 
have a drastic influence on the measured results.  This is especially relevant when 
the indenter radius becomes commensurate or larger than the substrate thickness.  
• Confinement can be used as a strong design parameter for reversible adhesive 
interfaces.  Increasing confinement can be used to enhance adhesion, enabling 
inherently ‘weak’ adhesives to achieve high force capacities similar to or greater 
than ‘strong’ adhesives.  We present a design map to guide engineers and 
scientists in the future application of this concept. 
• The adhesive force capacity of a rigid punch on an elastic substrate can be well 
described by the generalized A/C scaling parameter.  This functions over orders of 
magnitude in size, confinement and force capacity, even in the presence of non-
axisymmetric debonding mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 6  
THICKNESS CONTROLLED TRANSFER PRINTING 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Transfer printing techniques controlled by adhesion shift materials from one 
surface to another through the modulation of interfacial forces and have played an 
important role in electronics, biology and other fabrication processes.  These techniques 
have been demonstrated to control interfacial adhesion through prescribed actuation 
mechanisms, surface patterns, or by changing the interfacial adhesion energy through 
chemical treatments or kinetic control.  Here we show a transfer printing technique which 
controls adhesive force through the thickness of unpatterned elastomeric substrates.  As 
the substrate thickness is decreased the adhesive force capacity increases, allowing 
objects to be printed to thinner substrates without any specific actuation, chemical 
treatment, or surface topography.  This process is governed by the geometric confinement 
of the interface, where adhesion is modulated by changing the relative thickness of the 
substrate to the lateral dimension of the printed object.  We further extend this 
methodology by passively sorting planar objects based on lateral dimensions and by 
selectively picking up desired objects with sub-surface patterns.  Our simple approach is 
supported by theoretical predictions and allows for the precise control of adhesive force 




The ability to tune reversible adhesion strength is desirable for numerous 
applications, from high capacity easy release adhesives for hanging applications to the 
transfer and assembly of material components.  Organisms such as the gecko have 
demonstrated that inherently non-tacky materials can be used to tune adhesion by 
controlling the structure or geometry of the adhesive interface. This has inspired synthetic 
materials which control adhesion through various geometric features including gecko-
inspired fibrillar structures,54,79 wrinkled morphologies,47,149 and other designs such as 
pyramidal tips.150  One application which relies on the control of adhesion is transfer 
printing, where a solid ink, or material component, is transferred from one surface to 
another through the modulation of adhesive strength.  In addition to geometric features, 
specific manipulations such as defined retraction velocities,151 filament buckling,152 
multiple loading trajectories,153,154 magnetic fields,155 and pressure actuated systems156 
have been utilized to control adhesion in transfer printing. 
Transfer printing techniques have been utilized to print a variety of materials, 
however, in many instances additional process steps are required to facilitate the transfer 
printing process.  For example, chemical treatments such as oxygen plasma or self 
assembled monolayers are used to increase the adhesion strength and facilitate 
transfer.157,158  Conformal contact has also been improved through the use of flowable 
polymer resins which are cured upon receiving the material.159,160 or through soft 
elastomeric layers.161  Rigid materials have been incorporated into soft elastomeric 
stamps to minimize the deformation of the stamp and thus ensure the stability of the ink 
during printing.158,162,163  Although these techniques have utilized thin elastic layers to 
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help with the transfer process, the direct control and tunability of adhesive force capacity 
through control of thickness has been unrealized. 
6.3 Approach 
In this work we present a simple transfer process which utilizes planar elastomeric 
substrates of thickness, t, on rigid supports where the adhesive force capacity of an object 
of size a is controlled by the dimensionless geometric confinement parameter a/t.  This 
process does not require complex actuation mechanisms, surface features, or chemical 
functionality to control adhesive force capacity and thus offers a simple and scalable 
technique to transfer materials across substrates.  This functionality is demonstrated by 
printing centimeter-scale glass plates to progressively thinner substrates.  We further 
extend this methodology by passively sorting centimeter-scale silicon wafers based on 
lateral dimensions, such that only objects of desired size are picked up.  We additionally 
show that by patterning the rigid support to modulate elastomer thickness we can 
spatially control which objects are picked up.  We support these experiments with a 
theoretical model which demonstrates that interfacial confinement allows for precise 
control of adhesive force capacity as well as a mechanism to increase interfacial strength. 
6.4 Experimental 
6.4.1 Material Fabrication 
Elastomeric substrates were made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow 
Corning Sylgard 184) with an oligomer to curing agent ratio of 20:1 by mass.  Substrates 
with a thickness greater than 1 mm were fabricated by filling glass molds with uncured 
elastomer.  The glass molds were made by fixing glass slides (Dow Corning) with 
cyanoacrylate adhesive (Loctite Super Glue) to a glass substrate.  Before assembly, the 
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glass was cleaned with soap and water, dried with air, cleaned with acetone, and dried 
again with air.  Substrates less than 1 mm in thickness were made by sandwiching 
uncured elastomer between two glass slides using steel shims to control the thickness and 
binder clips to ensure the mold was held together.  In both processes, the elastomer was 
cured for 14 hours at 70°C and then the molds were removed from around the elastomer 
substrate. 
6.4.2 Adhesion Characterization 
Transfer printing processes were performed manually such that conformal contact 
was achieved between the stamp and objects to be printed and then the interface was 
separated while keeping the rigid substrates parallel.  Adhesive force capacity 
measurements were made on the custom built contact adhesion instrument described in 
Chapter 5.  The adhesion experiments were performed by bringing a 3.17 mm radius steel 
punch into contact with the PDMS substrate at a displacement rate of 10 μm/s and then 
retracted until complete separation occurred.  Force and displacement were continuously 
monitored and collected throughout the experiments with a custom computer program 
(National Instruments Labview).  Each experiment was cycled at the same location on the 
substrate five times and was then analyzed with custom MATLAB code to measure force 
capacity. 
6.5 Results and Discussion 
6.5.1 Transfer Printing Demonstration 
As described in Chapter 5 the force capacity, FC, of a punch with radius a attached 
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  (6.1) 
Where E is the elastic modulus of the substrate and GC is the critical strain energy 
release rate.  Equation (6.1) demonstrates that the adhesive force capacity depends on the 
confinement (a/t) of the interface.  We take advantage of this effect to create a transfer 
printing process. By increasing the geometric confinement of the interface the force 
capacity increases, providing a method to print and release an object.  For a fixed contact 
length a, the confinement is increased by decreasing the compliant substrate thickness.  
We demonstrate this experimentally by printing a washer from a 5 mm thick substrate to 
a 3 mm thick substrate, and then to a 1 mm thick substrate (Figure 6.1).  This technique 
does not rely on a specific microstructure or manipulation and thus provides a simple 




Figure 6.1: Demonstrating the transfer printing process.  A metal washer is printed from a 
5 mm thick substrate to a 3 mm thick substrate and then from the 3 mm thick substrate to 
a 1 mm thick substrate. 
To demonstrate the robustness of this process we show that transfer only occurs 
when printing objects to more highly confined interfaces. We start by placing objects on 
a substrate such that the confinement ratio is a/t=3.3.  When a stamp with a confinement 
ratio of a/t=2 is brought into contact with the array, the objects do not transfer (Figure 
6.2b-c).  However, when a stamp with a confinement ratio of a/t=10 is brought into 
contact the entire array of objects is printed (Figure 6.2d-e).  The confinement of the 





Figure 6.2: Demonstrating the selectivity of the transfer printing process.  Glass slides (1 
cm wide) are placed on a 3 mm thick substrate (a) and when they are printed onto a less 
confined substrate, such as a 5 mm thick substrate (b) they are not transferred (c).  
However, when printed onto a more highly confined substrate, such as a 1 mm thick 
substrate (d) they are selectively transferred (e).  
6.5.2 Quantitative Adhesion Measurements 
To quantitatively understand the relative adhesive force as substrate thickness is 
reduced in the transfer printing process we perform contact adhesion experiments.  These 
experiments are performed by maintaining a fixed contact length by using the same rigid 
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punch and measuring the adhesive force capacity on varying substrate thicknesses. As 
seen in Figure 6.3, the force capacity continuously increases as substrate thickness is 
decreased, following the qualitative observations during the transfer printing process.  
We also observe that at high degrees of confinement, the force changes rapidly, allowing 
for precise control of printing objects by a small change in the substrate thickness. 
Specifically, we measured a 320% increase in pull-off force when going from an a/t 
confinement ratio of 0.6 to 8.7. 
 
Figure 6.3: Plot of force capacity versus thickness for a constant probe radius.  The plot 
demonstrates that as thickness is decreased for a constant probe radius (a = 3.17 mm) the 
force capacity increases.  
6.5.3 Printing Selectively 
As the pull off force is sensitive to the degree of confinement it is possible to 
selectively retrieve objects.  We utilize this selectivity in two different ways.  The first is 
to change object size (a) and the second is to periodically change the substrate thickness 
(t) by patterning the underlying rigid support substrate. 
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6.5.3.1 Size Selectivity- Sorting 
By maintaining a constant thickness and varying the contact size, the degree of 
confinement for each object is controlled.  We demonstrate the ability to selectively pick 
up objects of a specific size by creating a donor substrate which is composed of two 
discreetly sized objects sitting on a thick substrate, ts.  The larger objects are selectively 
picked up with a thinner stamp (ts1), such that the stamp thickness is less than ts (ts1<ts), 
as seen in Figure 6.4.  This type of ‘smart sorting’ does not require prior knowledge of 
the placement of objects and provides a rapid means of sorting based on size where other 




Figure 6.4: Sorting capabilities of the transfer printing process.  Two different sized 
silicon wafers are placed on a thick substrate (ts) (a), the objects are then printed (b) onto 
a thinner stamp (ts1). The larger objects are selectively transferred (c) as they are more 
highly confined, while the smaller sized objects are not transferred as they are not 
confined on either substrate. 
6.5.3.2 Position Selectivity  
We can additionally selectively pick up objects by maintaining a constant size and 
periodically change the substrate thickness by patterning the underlying rigid support.  To 
demonstrate this concept we create a step pattern, where the elastomer is thinner above 
the step, providing a region of higher confinement.  When brought into contact with a 
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donor substrate, transfer only occurs where the step pattern is located, allowing objects to 
be retrieved based on position, as seen in Figure 6.5. 
 
Figure 6.5: Transferring objects to specific locations through transfer printing.  Two 
silicon wafers are placed onto a substrate (a) where the substrate is thinner (t1 = 1 mm) at 
the top because of the inclusion of a rigid step and thicker on the bottom (t2= 4 mm).  The 
objects are printed (b) onto a substrate with thickness (t3= 2 mm) (t2>t3>t1) and the top 
silicon wafer is not transferred (c) as t3>t1 and the bottom wafer is selectively transferred 
as t2>t3.  
6.5.4 Transfer Printing Control Equations 
To provide a physical understanding of the transfer process we revisit Equation 
(6.1), where the force capacity, FC of a punch with radius a attached to a compliant 
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For an interface where both substrates are composed of the same material and the object 
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This normalized equation represents the driving force for the object to print, which is a 
function of the ratio of the inked and stamp substrate thicknesses, x.  We now plot 
Equation (6.7) for a variety of initial confinement parameters to visualize the transfer 
driving force, as seen in Figure 6.6. 
 
Figure 6.6: Plot of the driving force to transfer an object ( )2 1C CF F  versus the relative 
thickness ratio ( )1 2t t .  The lines represent Equation (6.7) for various initial confinement 
ratios ( )1a t .  The plot shows that by decreasing the stamp thickness t2, the relative force 
capacity of the stamp increases, causing the object to be printed onto the stamp. 
We can also plot Equation (6.7) on log-log plot to view the parameters over a wider 




Figure 6.7: Log-log plot of the driving force to transfer an object ( )2 1C CF F  versus the 
relative thickness ratio ( )1 2t t .  The lines represent Equation (6.7) for various initial 
confinement ratios ( )1a t . 
6.6 Conclusion 
We have demonstrated a transfer printing process controlled by substrate 
thickness, which does not require any specific actuations, chemistries, or surface 
topographies.  Importantly, we have showed that the confinement of the interface is the 
controlling parameter for transfer and have described this through a physical model.  It 
was shown that objects are printed to substrates of increased confinement, and that 
transfer is not observed when attempting to print onto substrates of lower confinement.  
We have also shown the ability of this process to selectively transfer objects based on 
size and position.  We anticipate that this simple transfer process will be useful in many 
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areas, such as manufacturing processes, including flexible devices in electronics and 
biology, where precise control of assembled structures is desired.  
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSIONS, OUTLOOKS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
This work focused on understanding the geometric and material parameters which 
govern the scalability from nanoscopic features to macroscopic adhesive systems, 
enabling biological and synthetic adhesives to display high capacity while maintaining 
easy release.  Through the development of a reversible adhesive scaling theory we were 
able to identify the key parameters of reversible adhesives and apply this understanding 
to create gecko-like adhesives with large force capacities (~3000 N) at macroscopic size 
scales (100 cm2).  These contributions lay the fundamental groundwork for further 
investigations on a wide variety of adhesive systems while providing the necessary 
design elements to guide the development of reversible adhesives on industrially relevant 
scales and forces. 
7.1 A/C as a General and Robust Reversible Adhesive Scaling Parameter  
As we have demonstrated throughout this thesis, the force capacity (FC) for a 




  (7.1) 
where C is the compliance in the loading direction, A is the area on contact and GC is the 
critical strain energy release rate.  As the derivation of this relationship did not assume a 
specific loading condition, geometry, or contact size, it serves as a general descriptor for 
reversible adhesive systems.  To show this generality we present three plots of FC versus
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A C .  The first plot (Figure 7.1) contains all of the data collected throughout this thesis, 
the second plot (Figure 7.2) demonstrates the ability to describe adhesive data from 
literature, and the third master plot (Figure 7.3) is a compilation of the adhesive data from 
the first two plots. 
Figure 7.1 shows a plot of FC versus A C for all of the data collected throughout 
Chapters 2-6, including synthetic and biological adhesives tested under shear and normal 
loading conditions, with patterned and un-patterned interfaces.  The data follows the line 
described by the reversible adhesion scaling equation; however some scatter is observed 
which is explained in the final paragraph of this section. 
 
Figure 7.1: Force capacity (FC) versus A C for data collected throughout Chapters 2-6 
of this thesis. 
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Figure 7.2 shows a plot of FC versus A C for adhesive force capacity data 
collected from literature, consisting of biological adhesive data from climbing organisms 
such as geckos,36,82,90 insects,40,42,91,93 and spiders94 as well as reversible adhesive ‘catch’ 
bonds found on a bacterial protein called FimH.164  The plot also includes a wide variety 
of synthetic, bio-inspired adhesives from the literature.  This data set represents fibrillar 
features made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)152,165–167 and polyurethane (PU)154,168 
elastomers, PDMS fibrils coated with a DOPA (L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine) like 
protein inspired by mussels (Geckel),78 glassy polystyrene (PS),169 as well as carbon 
nanotube (CNT) adhesive arrays.170  The fibrillar features have various arrangements, 
from a single pillar to an array of pillars, pillars orientated at various angles to the 
substrate, as well as different tip shapes.  We can see that over a wide range of adhesive 
force capacities, these various data points from literature all collapse onto a line described 




Figure 7.2: Force capacity (FC) versus A C for literature data on 
biological36,40,42,82,90,91,93,94,164 and synthetic adhesives.78,152,154,165–170 
Figure 7.3 shows a master plot of FC versus A C collected from 20 different 
adhesive interfaces and containing over 1500 data points collected throughout this thesis 
as well as data from the literature.  The plot consists of synthetic and biological adhesive 
systems, including materials from soft gels and proteins to glassy polymers and stiff 
carbon nanotubes, under shear and normal loading conditions. 
Importantly, this data is captured over a wide range of sizes and geometries and 
describes adhesive force capacity over a tremendous 15 orders of magnitude in adhesive 
force.  This correlation supports our hypothesis that reversible adhesive systems, over 
orders of magnitude in size, are not based on a specific contacting geometry but rather 
follow the assumptions and predictions of the reversible adhesive scaling theory we have 
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developed throughout this thesis.  Furthermore, as the wide range of interfaces tested rely 
on van der Waals based adhesion, GC is nearly constant but is associated with the minor 
scatter between different data sets.  These differences are expected and arise from the 
different interfacial materials as well as the different loading geometries.  In Figures 7.1, 
7.2 and 7.3 Equation (7.1) is plotted with a single GC value of 2 J/m2 and adhesives with 
higher GC values will tend to fall above the line and adhesives with lower GC values 
will fall below the line. 
 
Figure 7.3: Master plot of Force capacity (FC) versus A C for data collected throughout 
this thesis as well as literature data.  All of the data, including biological and synthetic 




Throughout this thesis there have been a number of topics related to our main 
subject but were outside the scope of the current research.  Most of these topics may be 
categorized under adhesive design or fundamental scaling and will be addressed in the 
subsequent sections. 
7.2.1 Adhesive Design 
- Time to failure and crack dynamics 
o Although our adhesive materials can sustain loads for extended periods of 
time (months), future investigations should determine the ultimate length 
of time to failure.  Additionally, studying the crack dynamics during 
loading could provide insight into adhesive behavior and performance.   
- Adhesive behavior in non-ideal conditions 
o Although work is ongoing in our group regarding the performance of these 
adhesive pads on rough surfaces, with some preliminary results on other 
non-ideal conditions, a careful investigation of these conditions could 
provide great insight into design and practical application.  Some 
conditions to consider include: moist or completely submerged substrates, 
dirty surfaces, high and low temperature testing, adhesive performance as 
a function of the age of the pad, and impact loading conditions. 
- Spatially varying material properties or geometry 
o Varying the compliance, contact area, or adhesion energy of the adhesive 
pad across the width, length, or thickness may provide additional adhesion 
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control.  These could possibly blunt cracks or force them to propagate 
along specific directions. 
- Switchable or actuated adhesive systems 
o Switching the adhesion of the pad on/off could provide additional benefits 
and functionality.  This could include the ability to release the adhesive 
pad with some stimuli including light, electric field, heat, chemical 
reaction, etc.  As the fabrics could be electrically or thermally conductive 
(carbon fiber for example), this provides a nice platform to switch or 
actuate the system. 
- Adding fibrillar features to the surface of the adhesive pad 
o Although adding fibrillar features to the adhesive pad design is not 
expected to increase the adhesive force capacity (unless it increased the 
A/C ratio), the features may provide additional functionality.  This could 
include increased control of the wettability of the pad to help with 
adhering to wet surfaces or the ability to adhere to a wider variety of 
surface topographies.  Adding fibrillar features was attempted in the past, 
however additional functionality or increased adhesion control were not 
achieved. 
- Adhesive human climbing 
o The ability to achieve high adhesive force capacities while maintaining 
easy release provides opportunities to achieve human-scale adhesive 
climbing.  To achieve this goal the current adhesive pad would need to be 
adapted into a device to facilitate application, weight bearing, and release 
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of the adhesive pad.  I believe that this is possible in the context the 
adhesives developed throughout this thesis and would be a rich and 
inspiring area to research. 
 
7.2.2 Fundamental Scaling 
- Applying the reversible adhesive scaling theory developed in this thesis to other 
separation/fracture events 
o The scaling theory has potential to be adapted to other separation 
processes, especially those which have been previously described through 
linear-elastic fracture mechanics.  A good starting point would be to 
investigate if the A/C scaling parameter could describe the cohesive 
fracture force of brittle materials, such as glass.  Then moving onto to 
adhesives which display energy dissipation during separation. 
- Cell sheets and other soft, small matter 
o The attachments between cells and their environment, or cells to other 
cells would be an interesting area to apply the scaling analysis developed 
in this thesis.  As it does not assume a particular geometry or size scale it 
could provide insight into the interactions between cells and their 
environment such as substrate choice, binding strength, or locomotive 
properties. 
- Adhesive force capacity in the presence of elastic instabilities 
o In Chapter 5 the reversible adhesion scaling theory was applied under 
normal loading, and good agreement was found between experimental and 
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predicted force capacities.  The adhesive force capacity continued to 
follow A C  for a variety of separation morphologies, even during non-
axisymmetric debonding mechanisms such as fingering instabilities.  
These elastic instabilities typically occur when the stress in the adhesive 
layer reaches 5 6E .  Further investigations of the force required to initiate 
these instabilities relative to the adhesive force capacity in the context of 
the reversible adhesion scaling theory could provide additional guidance 
to adhesive design. 
- System compliance and the role of testing instrument stiffness 
o Our scaling analysis assumes that the compliance, C, is the system 
compliance, which is the compliance measured during an experiment 
(strictly speaking, in any displacement measurement the system 
compliance is measured unless displacement is explicitly measured 
directly at the point of deformation).  The system compliance is a 
summation of the adhesive as well as other elements in the direction of 
loading, including the instrument.  During our experiments the instrument 
was much stiffer than the adhesive, so the system compliance was 
essentially equal to the compliance of the adhesive and thus the measured 
compliance was the adhesive compliance.  However, it is possible to make 
the instrument stiffness less than or equal to the adhesive stiffness, at 
which point the instrument compliance would influence the adhesive force 
capacity in our scaling analysis.  These experiments were performed and it 
was observed that in displacement control conditions an increase in the far 
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field compliance decreased the adhesive force capacity.  However, more 
work needs to be performed on this topic to provide a complete 
understanding of these interesting instrument stiffness effects on adhesive 
force capacity. 
- Measuring direct influence of gecko sub-surface anatomy 
o In chapter 2 we discussed how geckos have a unique tendon/skin 
arrangement that rigidly connects the skeletal structure to the setal 
features, which has similiariteis with our design of fabric-backed 
adhesives.  We speculated that the integration of these rigid structures, and 
the slender nature of the scansors structures likely allows for minimal 
extension in plane with local rotational freedom, leading to the creation of 
substantial contact area at large length scales.  This could be tested for a 
range of geckos as well as other pad-bearing lizards (Anolis lizards and 
some skinks), which vary greatly in their pad design, foot morphology, 
body size, and many other features.  Understanding how behavior and 
morphology interact with pad design and adhesive ability in biological 
systems could inform design in synthetic systems. 
7.3 Contributions and Final Remarks 
Throughout this work the following specific contributions were presented: 
- Developed and implemented a generalized reversible adhesion scaling theory 
which shows that force capacity in synthetic and biological adhesive systems is 
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controlled by the A/C ratio.  This has been demonstrated over a wide range of size 
scales, geometries, and adhesive force capacities. 
- Demonstrated that fibrillar features are not necessary to achieve gecko-like 
adhesion at macroscopic size scales.  
- Showed that high reversible adhesive force capacities are obtained by 
simultaneously maximizing contact area while minimizing compliance in the 
loading direction, which was achieved through stiff, draping fabrics impregnated 
with thin elastomeric adhesive layers. 
- Provided critical insight into the function of sub-surface anatomy for adhesion 
control in geckos. 
- Created gecko-like adhesives made entirely of renewable materials. 
- Provided robust design criteria for patterned and non-patterned bio-inspired 
attachment features under shear loading. 
- Continuously predicted the normal adhesion force capacity across a wide range of 
confinement ratios and size scales. 
- Demonstrated that confinement in reversible adhesive systems can precisely 
control force capacity and greatly enhance adhesion without surface topography 
or complex manipulations. 
In summary, we present a simple and robust scaling theory that connects 
reversible adhesion in synthetic and biological systems.  Importantly, we assert that the 
A/C ratio is a general descriptor for reversible adhesives, which demonstrates the 
importance of developing true contact area while minimizing compliance in the loading 
direction.  Through this general framework we create macroscopic synthetic adhesive 
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materials which achieve force capacities on the order of 3000 N over areas of 100 cm2, 
while maintaining reversibility and easy release.  We then extend this methodology to 
reversible adhesives made entirely of renewable materials.  We successfully describe 
adhesive force capacity as a function of geometry and material properties under shear and 
normal loading conditions, for both patterned and non-patterned interfaces.  By applying 
our understanding to a transfer printing process we create a simple and robust method for 
materials handling and manipulation.  The scaling relationship and materials developed 
here present a clear method for material design and evaluation, offering a fundamental 
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